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ABSTRACT

Design of a High Angle of Attack Robotic Sting Mount for

Tests in a Low Speed Wind Tunnel. (August 1989)

Tommy Jack Kubler, B.S., Texas A&M University

(Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Thomas C. Pollock

A sting mounting system designed for high angle of attack (AOA) testing has

been developed for the 7x10 foot low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT). at Texas A&M

University((TAMIU). The mechanism was able to position tile model from -15d to

+90' of pitch with accuracy to within 0.2 ' , while keeping the model near the center

of the test section. Compatible with the current turntable apparatus, the high angle

of attack robotic sting (HARS) retained the turntable's full range of yaw movement of

+906. All model positioning was done without shutting the tunnel down to manually

alter the sting or mounting apparatus. Pitch adjustment progressed at about 40 per

second, with final position tuning taking nearly 15 seconds. The mechanism consisted

of two square steel telescoping tube struts that were joined at the ends in the test

section by a cross-link that held the existing TAM-9 LSWT small Langley sting. Wind

tunnel blockage and flow irregularities near the model were minimized by mounting

drive hardware under the tunnel floor. An IBM/AT compatible microcomputer

equipped with an analog-to-digital conversion board provided position control, drive

motor signaling, and input signal filtering.
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DESIGN OF A HIGH ANGLE OF

ATTACK ROBOTIC STING MOUNT FOR

TESTS IN A LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL

INTRODUCTION

Current aerodynamic challenges of design include high angle-

of-attack (AOA) systems capable of sustained and controllable

flight at moderate to low air speeds.1 At the same time as more

emphasis is being placed upon controllability, the ability to

flight test designs is encountering ever increasing difficulty.

Budgetary cutbacks are not alone in demanding more efficiency in

the testing cycle. Users are demanding more results from

flight tests, namely, demonstrated reliability and maintainable

systems. This emphasis on assessing operational capabilities, as

the weapon systems reach that level of development, is making

less time available to explore the airframe's performance envel-

ope. 2  Wind tunnel testing will now have an ever more important

role in the evaluation of new high AOA systems to insure that the

aerodynamic performance and control characteristics are well

understood and documented. Former testing methods are being

reexamined for applicability in today's testing arena and new

techniques are being researched to overcome the liabilities of

the past.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Wind tunnel model mounting practices vary widely, depending

Journal model is the Journal of A
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upon the the testing facility practices and the type of tests

performed. The most common practice is the use of strut(s) or a

tail sting. A sting is a slender rod extending along the models

longitudinal axis from the base of the model, such as the tail

cone or exhaust nozz'le. Single strut arrangements, generally,

have their centerline closely aligned with the aerodynamic center

of the model. For high AOA tests, they extend from the midsec-

tion of the fuselage at angles ranging from 45 to 90 degrees.

Multiple struts are also used, attaching to the fuselage and

wings at angles approaching perpendicular. Since the mid-1970s,

high AOA testing has found substantial differences in stability

data derived from the use of different mount systems. One impor-

tant fact that has become apparent; sting mounting systems are

superior to strut systems, stability data differing by up to 30%

for AOA above 65 degrees.3  Mounting system supports, too, con-

tribute destabilizing effects. Greater at low air speeds3 ,4,

some of the problems found in lateral-directional stability char-

acteristics have been linked to premature vortex bursting induced

by the mount support or other obstacles located downstream of the

model5. While wind tunnel wall interference may contribute to

the forementioned deviations, for most investigations the effects

are from support interference. A review of current ground facil-

ity testing support systems by Ericsson and Reding in 1981 conc-

luded that all techniques cause interference of one kind or

another, strut supports significantly.6 The elimination of in-

terference is not realistic, but it can be minimized.
6

NASA wind tunnel facilities have several designs used in

high AOA investigations. For their 30X60 ft Langley tunnel, NASA

2



has a scimitar shaped track onwhich a driver/instrumentation

package rides.7 To maintain the aerodynamic center of the model

in the middle of the tunnel, this design places the drive

package within a cord length of the model. As discussed in

reference 5, this is not far enough from the test article to

provide clean, unimpinged flow about the model. In 1978, NASA

announced the development of a new rotation-balance apparatus

for measuring airplane spin aerodynamics in their 12-foot

pressure tunnel at the Ames Research Center.8 Capable of testing

AOAs up to 100 degrees and angle of sideslip to 30 degrees, the

sting/balance/mount assembly utilizes an extremely complex

articulated mounting system and three different struts for high

AOA simulations. The effects of rotating the large apparatus

structure behind the model, unfortunatly, has been shown to cause

significant support interference with vortex shedding.9 This

system, besides giving undesirable flow disturbance, would be

prohibitively expensive to construct, present the undesirable use

of a strut for model support and cause certain flow problems in

the Texas A&M University (TAMU) Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT).

Flow blockage is a more critical factor in the TAMU LSWT as it

has neither the cross sectional area of the NASA/Ames wind tunnel,

nor their five atmosphere pressurization ability.

A three phase research program sponsored by General

Dynamics/Fort Worth (GD/FW) began in 1983 in the TAMU LSWT. These

tests collected data up to approximately 68 degrees AOA and side-

slip angles from -10 to +10 degrees. Throughout the experimental

phases of this previous work, wind tunnel data collection was

3



hampered by the mounting arrangement for the test model. In

order to obtain a suitable matrix of variations in both AOA and

sideslip, the model had to be mounted with wings vertical.

This introduced an asymmetric flow field immediately downstream

(within about five feet) of the model center. Since the

interaction of shed vortices with this support structure is quite

unpredictable, there are unknown effects from this support

structure on the measured model force data. Attempts have been

made to quantify these effects, but lack of an efficient way to

change one of the flow angles has restricted the number of

comparative measurements that can be made in the limited tunnel

time. This constraint originates in the requirement to shut down

the tunnel to set the sting to a new angle by repositiong pins at

the hase of the sting. Simply stated, data collection across

both AOA and sideslip was very tedious.

PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH

In January, 1988 a contract for research that would

complement this earlier work was signed by the Texas Engineering

Experiment Station (TEES) and GD/FWs Internal Research and

Development Group. This new series of windtunnel tests are to go

beyond the 68 degree capability of the TAMU LSWT, to 90 degrees.

This research study requires the development of a new model

mounting mechanism; the development of that mechanism is the

focus of this proposal. Investigations by Johnson, Grafton, and

Yip 5 and by Ericsson9 found that current mounting systems have

a number of undesirable effects on test items. The 7XI0 foot

TAMU LSWT is one of the more common sizes in the country. An

4



improved mounting system developed for the TAMU LSWT would have

wide spread applicability in other wind tunnel facilities as

well. While it would be TAMUs responsibility to design and

construct a mechanism to facilitate the testing, GD/FW will fund

up to 70% of the costs and the remainder arranged by TEES.

A number items define the design:

1. This design must allow a model undergoing high AOA

testing to sweep through a series of angles of attack and

sideslip without shutting down the tunnel to set one of the flow

direction angles, AOA to range from 0 to 90 deg.

2. The design must fit on the present turntable without

affecting rotations for sideslip up to 500 in either direction.

3. The model must be mounted wings level in the tunnel to

minimize effects on lateral-directional coefficients.

4. The model must be maintained in the center of the

tunnel where the dynamic pressure variation does not exceed 0.4%.

5. The mechanical system must be remotely controlled from

the operators control room.

6. AOA to be positioned to within 0.25 deg repeatably.

7. The sting mechanism must support a 200 lb model

throughout the envelope described above.

Since no structural blueprints were available for the

external pyramidal balance of the TAMU LSWT, physical

relationships of the balance had to be surveyed and plotted.

This inspection promised possibilities of including a design that

mounted below the floor of the tunnel. Current sting/support

designs and a number of brainstorming results were evaluated on
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merits of possible tunnel blockage characteristics, flow

inpingement upon the model, and; to a lessor degree; time and

expense of construction.

Of several designs that were considered, one proposal ranks

extremely well in all light of evaluations. Figure 1 shows the

proposed sting mount, referred to as the High Angle-of-attack

Robotic Sting (HARS), installed in the tunnel to scale. The

mechanism consists of two square steel tubing telescoping struts

which retract at differing rates. They are joined at the ends in

the test section by a crosslink that holds the existing small

sting. Driving the struts are a pair of electric motors geared

down to a central drive screw in each strut. HARS avoids the

interference with the model and the high tunnel blockage factor

associated with some other model mounting methods by mounting

drive hardware under the floor of the tunnel.

This design allows a model to be positioned at any desired

AOA ranging from -15 to 90 degrees while allowing sideslip to be

varied +-90 degrees at the same time via the test section

turntable without shutting down the tunnel. Because the model

would have a transient position in relation to the resolving

center of the tunnel's balance structure, HARS cannot effectly

use the external pyramidal balance, any model would necessarily

have to use an internal balance compatible to the standard

Langley sting mount.

The design can use variable gearing to the drive screw to

control the rate of strut extension/retraction. Properly sized

motors could allow future dynamic tests to be performed using the

new mount. Backlash and other critical clearances that affect

6



position accuracy are to be controlled by a variety of means.

The extension position nut which is moved via the drive screw can

made in two parts, separated by shim stock to provide zero

backlash. To control clearance between the strut extensions and

their housings, adjustable nylon wear pads will separate the

inner and outer tubes. Longitudinal play in the drive screws can

be removed by installing a proper thickness thrust washer between

the spur gear that rotates the drive screw and the mounting plate

which carries the electric motors and other spur gears. Backlash

in the spur gears would be unavoidable but would have a

negligable effect on sting postioning.

An IBM/AT compatable microcomputer with an analog-to-digital

(A/D) board will act as controller for the mechanism, providing

position reading, drive motor signaling, and signal filtering.

Position feedback can be given by linear potentiometers, which

provide a predictable voltage drop for a percentage length

extension, read through A/D ports. D/A conversion on the same

board can supply a drive Yotor control signal. A D/A signal

would be boosted by an amplifier capable of supplying power to

the electric motors. A pair of microswitches on each strut

protect against movement past physical limits that would damage

the sting or model. In the event that any protective link should

malfunction, a master power disable switch is used to shut off

power to the system.

Computer code to control the mechanism will have to be user

friendly and continuously sampling position to insure position

accuracy. AOA is to be controlled manually or by loading an

7



external data file. Variables that affect the degree of movement

and other characteristics of the mount will be externally defined

to allow mount tuning without software modification. The final

AOA position would be displayed on the screen upon the conclusion

of the move. Logic sampling of the A/D ports for positioning

data will need to provide for transiant voltage signals and line

noise, to be filtered within the software.

For the completed design, these items will be supplied and

documented:

1. Technical drawings used in the manufacture of the

mechanism.

2. Listing of any computer code used in the control

hardware.

3. Operation guide to installation and maintenance of the

mechanism

4. Electrical schematics and requirements.
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DESIGN OF A HIGH ANGLE OF

ATTACK ROBOTIC STING MOUNT FOR

TESTS IN A LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL

INTRODUCTION

Current aerodynamic challenges of design include high angle-

of-attack (AOA) systems capable of sustained and controllable

flight at moderate to low air speeds.' At the same time as more

emphasis is being placed upon controllability, the ability to

flight test designs is encountering ever increasing difficulty.

Budgetary cutbacks are not alone in demanding more efficiency in

the testing cycle. Users are demanding more results from

flight tests, namely, demonstrated reliability and maintainable

systems. This emphasis on assessing operational capabilities, as

the weapon systems reach that level of development, is making

less time available to explore the airframe's performance envel-

ope.2  Wind tunnel testing will now have an even more important

role in the evaluation of new high AOA systems to insure that the

aerodynamic performance and control characteristics are well

understood and documented. Former testing methods are being

reexamined for applicability in today's testing arena and new

techniques are being researched to overcome the liabilities of

the past.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Wind tunnel model mounting practices vary widely, depending

Journal model is the urnal f A
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upon the the testing facility practices and the type of tests

performed. The most common practice is the use of strut(s) or a

tail sting. A sting is a slender rod extending along the models

longitudinal axis from the base of the model, such as the tail

cone or exhaust nozzle. Single strut arrangements, generally,

have their centerline closely aligned with the aerodynamic center

of the model. For high AOA tests, they extend from the midsec-

tion of the fuselage at angles ranging from 45 to 90 degrees.

Multiple struts are also used, attaching to the fuselage and

wings at angles approaching perpendicular. Since the mid-1970s,

high AOA testing has found substantial differences in stability

data derived from the use of different mount systems. One impor-

tant fact that has become apparent; sting mounting systems are

superior to. strut systems, stability data differing by up to 30%

for AOA above 65 degrees.3  Mounting system supports, too, con-

tribute destabilizing effects. Greater at low air speeds3 ,4,

some of the problems found in lateral-directional stability char-

acteristics have been linked to premature vortex bursting induced

by the mount support or other obstacles located downstream of the

model. While wind tunnel wall interference may contribute to

the forementioned deviations, for most investigations the effects

are from support interference. A review of current ground facil-

ity testing support systems by Ericsson and Reding in 1981 conc-

luded that all techniques cause interference of one kind or

another, strut supports significantly.6 The elimination of in-

terference is not realistic, but it can be minimized.
6

NASA wind tunnel facilities have several designs used in

high AOA investigations. For their 30X60 ft Langley tunnel, NASA

2



has a scimitar shaped track onwhich a driver/instrumentation

package rides.7 To maintain the aerodynamic center of the model

in the middle of the tunnel, this design places the drive

package within a cord length of the model. As discussed in

reference 5, this is not far enough from the test article to

provide clean, unimpinged flow about the model. In 1978, NASA

announced the development of a new rotation-balance apparatus

for measuring airplane spin aerodynamics in their 12-foot

pressure tunnel at the Ames Research Center.8 Capable of testing

AOAs up to 100 degrees and angle of sideslip to 30 degrees, the

sting/balance/mount assembly utilizes an extremely complex

articulated mounting system and three different struts for high

AOA simulations. The effects of rotating the large apparatus

structure behind the model, unfortunatly, has been shown to cause

significant support interference with vortex shedding.9 This

system, besides giving undesirable flow disturbance, would be

prohibitively expensive to construct, present the undesirable use

of a strut for model support and cause certain flow problems in

the Texas A&M University (TAMU) Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT).

Flow blockage is a more critical factor in the TAMU LSWT as it

has neither the cross sectional area of the NASA/Ames wind tunnel,

nor their five atmosphere pressurization ability.

A three phase research program sponsored by General

Dynamics/Fort Worth (GD/FW) began in 1983 in the TAMU LSWT. These

tests collected data up to approximately 68 degrees AOA and side-

slip angles from -10 to +10 degrees. Throughout the experimental

phases of this previous work, wind tunnel data collection was

3



hampered by the mounting arrangement for the test model. In

order to obtain a suitable matrix of variations in both AOA and

sideslip, the model had to be mounted with wings vertical.

This introduced an asymmetric flow field immediately downstream

(within about five feet) of the model center. Since the

interaction of shed vortices with this support structure is quite

unpredictable, there are unknown effects from this support

structure on the measured model force data. Attempts have been

made to quantify these effects, but lack of an efficient way to

change one of the flow angles has restricted the number of

comparative measurements that can be made in the limited tunnel

time. This constraint originates in the requirement to shut down

the tunnel to set the sting to a new angle by repositiong pins at

the base of the sting. Simply stated, data collection across

both AOA and sideslip was very tedious.

PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH

In January, 1988 a contract for research that would

complement this earlier work was signed by the Texas Engineering

Experiment Station (TEES) and GD/FWs Internal Research and

Development Group. This new series of windtunnel tests are to go

beyond the 68 degree capability of the TAMU LSWT, to 90 degrees.

This research study requires the development of a new model

mounting mechanism; the development of that mechanism is the

focus of this proposal. Investigations by Johnson, Grafton, and

Yip 5 and by Ericsson9 found that current mounting systems have

a number of undesirable effects on test items. The 7XI0 foot

TAMU LSWT is one of the more common sizes in the country. An
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improved mounting system developed for the TAMU LSWT would have

wide spread applicability in other wind tunnel facilities as

well. While it would be TAMUs responsibility to design and

construct a mechanism to facilitate the testing, GD/FW will fund

up to 70% of the costs and the remainder arranged by TEES.

A number items define the design:

1. This design must allow a model undergoing high AOA

testing to sweep through a series of angles of attack and

sideslip without shutting down the tunnel to set one of the flow

direction angles, AOA to range from 0 to 90 deg.

2. The design must fit on the present turntable without

affecting rotations for sideslip up to 500 in either direction.

3. The model must be mounted wings level in the tunnel to

minimize effects on lateral-directional coefficients.

4. The model must be maintained in the center of the

tunnel where the dynamic pressure variation does not exceed 0.4%.

5. The mechanical system must be remotely controlled from

the operators control room.

6. AOA to be positioned to within 0.25 deg repeatably.

7. The sting mechanism must support a 200 lb model

throughout the envelope described above.

Since no structural blueprints were available for the

external pyramidal balance of the TAMU LSWT, physical

relationships of the balance had to be surveyed and plotted.

This inspection promised possibilities of including a design that

mounted below the floor of the tunnel. Current sting/support

designs and a number of brainstorming results were evaluated on

5



merits of possible tunnel blockage characteristics, flow

inpingement upon the model, and; to a lessor degree; time and

expense of construction.

Of several designs that were considered, one proposal ranks

extremely well in all light of evaluations. Figure 1 shows the

proposed sting mount, referred to as the High Angle-of-attack

Robotic Sting (HARS), installed in the tunnel to scale. The

mechanism consists of two square steel tubing telescoping struts

which retract at differing rates. They are joined at the ends in

the test section by a crosslink that holds the existing small

sting. Driving the struts are a pair of electric motors geared

down to a central drive screw in each strut. HARS avoids the

interference with the model and the high tunnel blockage factor

associated with some other model mounting methods by mounting

drive hardware under the floor of the tunnel.

This design allows a model to be positioned at any desired

AOA ranging from -15 to 90 degrees while allowing sideslip to be

varied +-90 degrees at the same time via the test section

turntable without shutting down the tunnel. Because the model

would have a transient position in relation to the resolving

center of the tunnel's balance structure, HARS cannot effectly

use the external pyramidal balance, any model would necessarily

have to use an internal balance compatible to the standard

Langley sting mount.

The design can use variable gearing to the drive screw to

control the rate of strut extension/retraction. Properly sized

motors could allow future dynamic tests to be performed using the

new mount. Backlash and other critical clearances that affect

6



position accuracy are to be controlled by a variety of means.

The extension position nut which is moved via the drive screw can

made in two parts, separated by shim stock to provide zero

backlash. To control clearance between the strut extensions and

their housings, adjustable nylon wear pads will separate the

inner and outer tubes. Longitudinal play in the drive screws can

be removed by installing a proper thickness thrust washer between

the spur gear that rotates the drive screw and the mounting plate

which carries the electric motors and other spur gears. Backlash

in the spur gears would be unavoidable but would have a

negligable effect on sting postioning.

An IBM/AT compatable microcomputer with an analog-to-digital

(A/D) board will act as controller for the mechanism, providing

position reading, drive motor signaling, and signal filtering.

Position feedback can be given by linear potentiometers, which

provide a predictable voltage drop for a percentage length

extension, read through A/D ports. D/A conversion on the same

board can supply a drive motor control signal. A D/A signal

would be boosted by an amplifier capable of supplying power to

the electric motors. A pair of microswitches on each strut

protect against movement past physical limits that would damage

the sting or model. In the event that any protective link should

malfunction, a master power disable switch is used to shut off

power to the system.

Computer code to control the mechanism will have to be user

friendly and continuously sampling position to insure position

accuracy. AOA is to be controlled manually or by loading an

7



external data file. Variables that affect the degree of movement

and other characteristics of the mount will be externally defined

to allow mount tuning without software modification. The final

AOA position would be displayed on the screen upon the conclusion

of the move. Logic sampling of the A/D ports for positioning

data will need to provide for transiant voltage signals and line

noise, to be filtered within the software.

For the completed design, these items will be supplied and

documented:

1. Technical drawings used in the manufacture of the

mechanism.

2. Listing of any computer code used in the control

hardware.

3. Operation guide to installation and maintenance of the

mechanism

4. Electrical schematics and requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Design of a High Angle of Attack Robotic Sting Mount for

Tests in a Low Speed Wind Tunnel. (August 1989)

Tommy Jack Kubler, B.S., Texas A&M University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Thomas C. Pollock

A sting mounting system designed for high angle of attack (AOA) testing has

been developed for the 7x10 foot low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT) at Texas A&M

University (TAMU). The mechanism was able to position the model from -15' to

±90' of pitch with accuracy to within 0.20, while keeping the model near the center

of the test section. Compatible with the current turntable apparatus, the high angle

of attack robotic sting (HARS) retained the turntable's full range of yaw movement of

+900. All model positioning was done without shutting the tunnel down to manually

alter the sting or mounting apparatus. Pitch adjustment progressed at about 40 per

second, with final position tuning taking nearly 15 seconds. The mechanism consisted

of two square steel telescoping tube struts that were joined at the ends in the test

section by a cross-link that held the existing TAMU LSWT small Langley sting. Wind

tunnel blockage and flow irregularities near the model were minimized by mounting

drive hardware under the tunnel floor. An IBM/AT compatible microcomputer

equipped with an analog-to-digital conversion board provided position control, drive

motor signaling, and input signal filtering.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Section width

a.c. Aerodynamic center

A Area of cross section

AR Aspect ratio

b Wing span

c Aerodynamic chord

cr Chord length at wing root

ct Chord length at wing tip

CD Drag coefficient

Cf Coefficient of skin friction

CI Sectional lift coefficient

CL Lift coefficient

Cm Pitching moment coefficient

Cn Yawing moment coefficient

ds Discrete step along cell wall

E Young's modulus

F Fineness ratio function

F.: Column loading

G Material shear modulus

I Section moment of inertia

K To.sional constant

hp Potential flow lift constant

K, Vortex lift constant

K1 - K 2 Fuselage correction for fineness ratio

I Column length

L Fineness ratio

L Length of section
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M Bending moment at the end of the strut

MAC Mean aerodynamic chord

q Dynamic pressure

R Lifting surface correlation factor

S Surface area

Xa Distance to a.c. of tail in x body axis

Za Distance to a.c. of tail in z body axis

t Wall or section thickness

i Maximum chord thickness to length ratio
C

T Torsional moment about the section

a Angle of attack (AOA)

A CDo Miscellaneous additional drag

ACDB Parabolic drag curve variation

A 1 Sweep angle

A Taper ratio

ALE Leading edge sweep angle

9 Angle of twist per unit length

Subscripts

b Base

B Body

cyl Cylinder

ac Aerodynamic center

E Exposed wing area

i Induced

f Friction

f us Fuselage

L Lift

max Maximum

Nac Nacelle

0 Zero lift
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t Tail

v Polar

w Wing

W Total wing

WB Wing-body

a Angle of attack contribution
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INTRODUCTION

Current aerodynamic challenges of design include the development of high angle

of attack (AOA) systems capable of sustained, controllable flight at moderate to

low air speeds'. While controllability is being emphasized, erit-users of aircraft are

demanding more results from flight tests, namely, demonstrated improvements in

reliability and maintainability of the airframe2 . Unfortunately, the increased demand

on flight testing has not been matched with increased budgetary funding. To more

efficiently utilize the limited time available to flight test, wind tunnel testing is

being relied upon even more in new high AOA systems. Traditional high angle of

aftack wind tunnel testing was limited to about 30' AOA; evaluation of the current

generation of high performance aircraft has required this to be extended to 900 and

beyond. Former testing methods have been reexamined for applicability in today's

evaluation arena and new techniques are being researched to overcome the liabilities

of the past.

Wind tunnel model mounting practices have varied widely, depending upon

the testing facility practices and the type of tests performed. Figure 1 shows the

two most common types of model support systems, the strut and the sting. Sting

supports attach to the model along its longitudinal axis. Strut mounts join the model

at an oblique angle, generally with the central axis of the strut passing through the

aerodynamic center of the model. Since the mid-1970s, high AOA testing has found

substantial differences in stability data derived from the use of these two support

This thesis follows the style and format of AIAA Journal of Aircraft.
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systems. One important fact has become apparent; the sting arrangement is superior

to the strut system, where stability data may vary by up to 30% in AOAs above 6503.

Support mounting systems also contribute destabilizing effects, mostly observ-

able at low air speeds3'4 . Johnson, Grafton, and Yip linked problems in lateral-

directional stability characteristics to premature vortex bursting induced by the

mount support or other obstacles located downstream of the model5 . Figure 2 shows

the type of struts used in their static force investigations. While wind tunnel wall

interference may also contribute to the forementioned deviations, a review of current

ground facility testing support sy-tems by Ericsson and Reading in 1981 concluded

that for most investigations, the interference was largely from support structure.

They went further to state that strut supports caused significantly greater flow vari-

ations than other mounting techniques examined. Realisticly, interference can not be

eliminated, but it can be minimized6 .

NASA wind tunnel facilities have used several designs in high AOA investiga-

tions. For their 30 x 60 ft Langley tunnel, NASA have used a scimitar shaped track

(Fig. 3) on which a driver/instrumentation package rode 7. To maintain the aerody-

namic center of the model in the middle of the tunnel, this design placed the drive

package within a cord length of the model. Similar to the apparatus used by Johnson,

et al. (Fig. 2), the model was not far enough from the test article to provide clean,

unimpinged flow about the model.

In 1978, NASA developed a rotation-balance apparatus for measuring airplane

spin aerodynamics in their 12-foot pressure tunnel at the Ames Research Center8 .

Capable of testing AOAs up to 1000 and angle of sideslip to 300, the sting/balance

assembly utilized an extremely complex articulated mounting system (Fig. 4) and

three different struts for high AOA simulations (Fig. 5). The effects of rotating the

large apparatus structure behind the model, unfortunately, caused significant support

interference with vortex shedding'. This system, besides giving undesirable flow im-

pingement, would be prohibitively expensive to construct, present the undesirable use

of a strut for model support and cause certain flow problems in smaller, unpressurized

wind tunnel facilities.
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a.) Sting mount at 00 incidence

b S ting mount at .30° incidence

------- --

c.) Strut mount at 00 incidence

d.) Strut mount at 30' incidence

Fig. 1. Typical High Angle of Attack Support Systems.
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a.) Curved strut b.) Vertical strut

Fig. 2. Static force test mechanisms used by Johnson, et al.

Another type of model mounting system was used in the 3x3m LSWT of the

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt E. V. Aero-

dynamische Versuchsanstalt G6ttingen Institut fur Str6mungsmechanik (DFVLR-

AVA)' 0 , Fig. 6. This arrangement used a pair of curved rails supporting a truss

structure. The range of motion of the mount was limited to 30': higher AOA testing

required additional stings similar to those of Figure 3a. The amount of structure

comprising the truss was not a factor for the DFVLR-AVA LSWT since it had an

open circuit tunnel, but the mount could seriously affect flow in closed circuit wind



Fig. 3. NASA Langley's quadrant mounted sting.

tunnels where the negative impact of downwind model supports have already been

stated. This mounting system was later found to contribute to severe model vibra-

tions at a frequency of 6 Hz which was independent of Reynolds number and, or angle

of attack1 ° . The problem was solved by adding more structure to mount commercially

available shock absorbers to the mount.

At the TAMU LSWT high AOA testing was done by mounting the model with

wings vertical, Fig. 7. Pitch was controlled by rotating the test section turntable, and
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a.deg

,3, deg

a.) Angle of attack and sideslip envelope

1i 10 , 700

Li = 45'

=)a =0'

b.) Model mounted using the different stings

Fig. 5. Model mounting methods and attitude spectrum for NASA Aiies* rotary-
balance.



Model Drive Motor

Shock Absorber

m Mobile Base

Fig. 6. Mobile balance used at the DFVLR-AVA.

yaw was controlled by an adjustable mounting knuckle. Pitch was restricted to 68S

to avoid contacting the tunnel wall with the mounting mechanism. Yaw could be set

from -5' to -30' in 5 increments. The adjustment of yaw was done by hand which

hampered data collection since each adjustment requred shutting down the tunnel

to prepare the model for the next data collection set. The asymmetric mounting of

the model was recognized as creating lateral-directional stability derivative errors.



and adversely affecting flow quality about the model, but these effects were at

quantified".

TUXAS A
UNIVERI

Fig. 7. Previous TAMU mounting method.

An ongoing research program at Texas A&M University required the develop-

ment of a design to overcome these problems while increasing the range of pitch ande.

Seven criteria were defined to be sought within the design: emphasis was placed on the

ability to make high AOA testing with less tunnel down time. and minimal support

generated flow disturbance. and tunnel blockage. These criteria were:

1. The design must allow a model undergoing high AOA testing to sweep

through a series of pitch and yaw angles without shutting down

the tunnel to set one of the flow direction angles. pitch to range from I'
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to 90' . This capability will increase test productivity by minimizing

tunnel down time used to reposition the model.

2. The design must fit on the present turntable without affecting yaw

rotations for up to 500. This amount of yaw will cover the normal testing

range.

3. The model must be mounted wings level in the tunnel to minimize effects

on lateral-directional coefficients.

4. A 36 inch long model must be maintained near the center of the tunnel

where the dynamic pressure variation does not exceed 0.4%.

5. The mechanical system must be remotely controlled from the operators

control room to maintain central control of the wind tunnel and model

position.

6. Pitch angle must be positioned to within 0.25', repeatably, to give

repeatable data collection performance.

7. The sting mechanism must support a 200 lb model throughout the en-

velope described above. This capacity will accomodate the majority of

models tested.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Tunnel Environment

The TAMU LSWT has a rectangular test section 7 feet high, 10 feet wide and

12 feet long (Fig. 8). The corners have 12 inch fillets which house fluorescent lamps.

Cross sectional area of the test section is 68 square feet. Three inch wide vertical

venting slots in the side walls at the test section exit maintain near atmospheric

static pressure. The test section sidewalls diverge about 1-inch in 12-feet to account

for boundary layer growth.

The floor of the test section of the TAMU LSWT is dominated by a seven

foot diameter turntable which rotates with, but isolated from an external pyramidal

balance. The balance, located beneath the test section, is a Dynametrics, Incorpo-

rated, six component, virtual center, mechanical balance. The range of rotation for

the turntable and balance is 1800 to either side. While the turntable rotates with

the balance, it can also be turned separately to allow the mounting slot of the two

pieces to be offset. They can then be locked together in the new relationship, and

once again move in unison; however, the resulting range of movement is limited to

the range remaining for either component.

Figure 9 shows the structural relationships and open space available for securing

the mounting mechanism under the tunnel floor. Figure 9a details orientation for the

lower turntable when it is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the test section. In

Fig. 9b the lower turntable has been rotated counterclockwise 90' . Shaded areas are

solid structure that cannot be removed from a 10 inch swath projected downward

from the upper turntable mounting slot. Unshaded, blocked-in areas are structure

immediately bordering the projected space.

Dynamic pressure variation within the test section, mapped in Fig. 10, varies

by no more than 0.4% of the core velocity when farther than one foot from the wall.
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Tunnel Floor

E Turntable
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Lower Cradle
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Fig. 9. Turntable structure cross section.
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1. 0004t'

.".... .........

Fig. 10. Mapping of the dynamic pressure variation.1 -

representative of an empty test section's dynamic pressure variations evaluated at :30.

50. 80 and 100 pounds per square foot. To meet the flow quality requirements sought

for the design, the mounting mechanism was designed to keep model out of this one

foot boundary.

Preliminary Concepts

In addition to the mounting methods of other wind tunnel facilities, a number of

alternative concepts were evaluated against previously discussed restrictions. Some of

the alternative designs (Fig. 11) included a tripod structure. a single screw mechanism.

and a dual screw arrangement. While developing each concept. consideration was

given to the possibility of keeping the aerodynamic center of a model confined to

the virtual center of the external balance. This capability would have allowed the

external balance to be used in the evaluation of the model's aerodynamics. None
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of the proposed structures adequately maintained this position, and the traditional

mounting systems that could, presented undesirable flow disturbances near the model.

Hence, possible use of the pyramidal balance was abandoned in favor of using internal

balances for model force and moment data collection.

The tripod concept used three motors and screws. The first screw lengthened

the forward support, raising the forward pivot point in relation to the rear. The other

two motors spread the rear legs, dropping the mounting fork's rear pivot points. The

structure's strongest advantage was rigidity obtained in triangulating the supporting

structure. Secondly, being floor mounted, it could be quickly installed and removed.

Disadvantages of the concept centered on the undesirable impact upon test section

flow characteristics caused by the amount of structure in the vicinity of the model.

Also, this concept did not appear to have the ability to maintain the model within

the center of the test section over the complete pitch range.

A single screw mechanism, while providing little downwind structure to disturb

the flow, had some undesirable characteristics. Lacking rigidity in both torsion and

bending, this design could not maintain model position in the test section.

The third concept was able to take advantage of the space below the tunnel.

The twin jackscrew arrangement could be fully extended to start the model as close to

the center of the tunnel as possible. As pitch angle increased, it could lower the base

of the sting toward the floor; hence, the nose of the model could be kept out of the one

foot boundary of the tunnel wall. With the jackscrews in tandem, less disturbance

to the flow could be achieved than with the tripod concept, as well as a more rigid

structure than the single jackscrew idea. The pieces involved were relatively simple,

and easy to manufacture. Seeming to have the best attributes of all the mounting

systems examined, it was formally developed.

Concept Development

Figure 12 illustrates two possible variations of the developed dual jackscrew

concept. The mechanism was composed of two square steel tubing telescoping struts
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a.) Tripod

b.) Single Screw

c.) Dual Screw

Fig. 11. Some alternative mounting met hods considered.
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retracting at differing rates,and joined at their upper ends by a cross-link. The cross-

link, also referred to as a transverse link, held a small sting. The angular variation

between the struts, occurring as the cross-link rotated, was accommodated by joining

their lower ends with a pivoting joint. Each strut was powered by an electric motor

geared to a drive screw running through the strut center.

The only component difference between the two variations was the adapter

attaching the front strut to the mounting plate and an extension bar for the canted

installation. These two parts are shaded in Fig. 12 . Mounting the front strut at

a 300 angle to vertical, HARS had clearance to sit longitudinally with the balance

structure. Mounted vertically, HARS sat laterally to the balance; however, in this

configuration a pitch attitude of 90' was not possible. With the pitch limitations of

the latter installation, only the 30' mounting angle was fully developed and tested.

The 0' installation hardware was, though, still manufactured, and allowance for it

made in the controlling software. Figure 13 shows HARS' positions at 00 and 90' of

pitch for the 300 mount configuration.

Preliminary Sizing

Among the mounting apparatuses in the LSWT inventory was a small, Langley

Mark 10+13 sting (Fig. 14), well suited to use with HARS. Its installed length

was approximately 25 inches. This sting was already compatible with a number

of internal balances commonly used for testing in the tunnel, and saved the expense

of manufacturing a custom sting.

The small sting's installed length contributed to the environmental limitations

which defined some of the physical dimensions of HARS. Accounting for the 12 inch

clearance of the tunnel ceiling, a 36 inch model, the 33 inch sting length, and 2 inch

clearance of the pivot bolt, the forward pivot of the transverse link at 90' of pitch

could have been no higher than 1 inch above the tunnel floor.

Strut casing lengths were largely defined by the available space below the

turntable, but with allowances for hardware installation. A space, seven inches deep,
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33.05"1 ~~25. 125" ~ 1-.i
]2242"TT

1.498"

Fig. 14. Dimensional drawing of TAMI. LSWT small Langley sting.

was reserved at the bottom of both struts for gearing and motor placement (Fig. 15).

Preliminary size estimates of the struts outside dimensions were made to establish

the operating space of the mechanism; a five inch square main strut, separated from

a three inch rear strut by one inch. was assumed. With the lower extent of the

strut casings limited by the pyramidal balances cradle platform. the upper end of

the casings were limited by the cross-link. The cross-link needed to be manufactured

from four inch square stock in order to hold the small sting. A six inch area. the extra

inch added for casing clearance, was centered on the previously established transverse

link forward pivot point and projected downward. Where the projections of the strut

casings and cross-link intersected established the upper extent of the installed casings.

Fore and aft rotation of the rear strut was limited to insure clearance of the

external balance's pitch arm trunnion and to maintain proper spacing with the front

strut casing. Strut rotation angle was minimized by placing the lower pivot point as

low as possible, even with the bottom of the main strut casing. To prevent interference

between the rear strut drive hardware and front struts hardware during rotation. the

end of the front strut had to be four inches above the rear strut (Fig. 16 . The small
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T inimum
Tunnel Floor Separation

Cross-link Space -/ ..

III,.
iiI 10 inchei

Front Strut Space /* ' - Rear Strut Space

~Motor and Gearing Space

/ /

Cradle

Fig. 15. Strut casing spacial restrictions.

strut was free to rotate to 4.7' (to 34.7' from the vertical) from its position parallel

to the front strut.

The maximum lengths of the strut extensions were defined by the available

space within the strut casings when at 90' of pitch. This pitch attitude marked the

upper extent of the strut extensions, and the lower extent was two inches less than the

casing length to account for the thickness of the lower casing cap and some coasting



Front Strut IRear 6trutI I

~Lower Pivot Point

Gear Space l

I I
I

Space Occupied During Rotation--a GrSpc
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I I

i I

Gearea Spacace

Figa. 16. Lower strut casing-t o- casing clearance.

space for the extension. This space was included so that a.y unforeseen mechanism

momentum, that would carry the strut past a commanded stopping point, would be

arrested by system friction. This buffer is most important, for if the strut and casing

were forcibly drawn together, it would damage the screw and/or splitnut in the strut.

The height if the cross-link above the test section floor at 0' of pitch was partly

limited by the length of the rear strut extension that needed to remain captured at

full extension. The rear strut capture was estimated at ten inches or 20"( of the

estimated total length of the rear strut. This amount provided a surface area capable

of firmly holding the fully extended strut extension in alignment with the casing.

while minimizing the compressive side loads on the casing lining materials.
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The other defining dimension for the transverse link height at 0' of pitch was

the length of the transverse link; the longer the cross-link, the lower it would reside

because of the increasing angular difference between the front and rear strut. The

minimum length between the pivot points of the cross-link was 10 inches, obtained

when the centerlines of the two struts were parallel and HARS had a pitch angle of

90 . However, a maximum transverse link length was sought to give the rear strut as

large a moment arm as possible when at 90' of pitch.

The maximum length of the link was a function of the cross-link's least allowable

clearance of the pitch trunnion. The rear strut would pass through the maximum

rearward angle (4.70) when the transverse link became perpendicular to it(at 30 0

of pitch). Establishing where the maximum angle would occur necessitated defining

how HARS would logically locate the tipper pivot point on the front strut, and hence,

one end of the cross-link. HARS retracted the front strut linearly with the absolute

value of the commanded pitch attitude. At a pitch angle of 00, the main strut was

at its most extended position. 30' of pitch was known to occur when the front strut

was two thirds extended.

The maximum length of the transverse link was then iteratively solved for.

The length of the cross-link established the amount of main strut extension; at 0'

pitch, the front strut's upper pivot point had to be level with the same point of the

fully extended rear strut. With the full length of the front strut at 300 of pitch and

transverse link known, the most rearward angle attained by the back strut was known,

and then compared to the 4.7' limit. This process resulted in the selection of a 12

inch pivot-to-pivot transverse link length, and a 30 inch height above the tunnel floor

at 0' of pitch.

Aerodynamic Load Estimation

To calculate the necessary structure to maintain angular precision within design

specifications, forces and moments on the mounting mechanism were estimated. The

aerodynamic forces on a simple delta wing model (Fig. 17) at a qof 100 were calculated
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for AOA from 00 to 900 (Appendix A). In these computations, a maximum CL of 1.35

at an AOA of 32' and the maximum CD, 1.51, occurred at 90' AOA.

A FORTRAN program, FORCES (Appendix B), was written to facilitate the

transformation of aerodynamic coefficients into forces and moments experienced by

HARS. Two operational cycles were analyzed; the normal, linear strut operation, and

an abnormal circumstance wherein the front strut would remain fully extended. The

abnormal operation was included to insure structural strength under any combined

operation possibility. Sideslip angles of 0 and 30' were also examined. The forces

translated into the extremes of torsional and bending moments on the front strut

of 142.84 ft-lb and 1378.48 ft-lb, respectively. It was advantageous during these

calculations to calculate the location of the model's end tip. This tracking indicated

that under the abnormal operation where the front strut did not move at all, the

model was still out of the foot thick wall boundary up to 400 of pitch. At 550 of pitch,

the model contacted the tunnel ceiling.

Strut Sizing

To begin the component sizing phase, some simplifying assumptions were made

about the structural characteristics and loads:

1. The main (forward) strut would singularly carry torsional, and

bending loads.

2. The rear strut would sustain the full compressive loading generated

by moments acting about the pivot point atop the main strut.

3. Forces and moments would act over a 55.4 inch unsupported length

of front strut extension (48 inch vertical height at 300 slant).

4. Forces due to lift would not reduced by the weight of the model.

5. A factor of safety of six would be used for all material sizing.

6. All structural materials would be low carbon steel except where a

specialized function requires otherwise.
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In practice, bending and torsional loads were shared by the two struts, and the

loads were carried by lengths much less than 48 inches.

HARS used a 4x0.25 inch low carbon steel square tube (outside dimensions- 4

inches square; wall thickness- 0.25 inches) for the main strut extension. The tube's

resistance to torsion was calculated in accordance with the Bredt theory of torsion 13

using equation 1

9 f 4-- 0,d~ (1)

Use of this equation predicted a rotation of 0.060 at the end of the main strut

extension, assuming no external support over the full 55.4 inch length of the extension.

The maximum bending at the end of the extension was calculated using equation 2

- i (2)

3EI

This calculation predicted a deflection of 0.20 inches at the upper pivot point, which

increased the angle between the strut and cross-link by 0.20', still assuming the strut

to be 55.4 inches long.

Stiffness of the strut was considered inconsequential if the ears (Fig. 18) at the

end of the strut, where the cross-link mounted, were not rigid enough to resist the

torsional load. Each ear was assumed to equally share the full torque found in the

strut. The tolerable angle of twist was 0.50' over the 12 inches that separated the

cross-link pivot point and the end of the strut extension tube. From St. Venant's

equation,
T

0 T (3)KG

was used in the form
T

K = T(4)
GO

where:
K at 3 ( -53.36t(1 )4

3 a 12a 4
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Upper Pivot Point

Ear

Strut Extension

Fig. 18. Oblique view of front strut extension pivot joint.

Iteration of equation (4) for t to the nearest - inch, determined that the ears

could be no thinner that of an inch to provide adequate torsional resistance. At the

thickness used, the predicted angle of twist was 0.240. Since the ears were not alone

in resisting torsion, the actual angle of twist was less. but not calculated.

The rear strut compressive loading calculations was complicated, because it

accounted for the decreasing strut'length. and increasing air loads from raising angle

of pitch. The calculations were completed using a computer program. RSTRUTLD

(Appendix C). Using Euler's equation for column buckling.

12E
F,,E
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RSTRUTLD computed the compressive loading of the rear strut, its length, and then

calculated the minimum sectional I required. The largest moment of inertia encoun-

tered was 0.23 in 4 at 30' AOA. While 1 x square tubing was adequate for the

task, it did not provide sufficient material to house the central drive screw. A larger,

thicker square tubing was used, Q xII gage; its I was 20% higher than the smaller
4

stock, and 50% higher than was required.

The estimates of the strut casings' outside dimensions were accurate enough

that the front strut sizing did not require revision, but the rear strut casing was

reduced to 2 inches. For rigidity, their thicknesses were chosen as and 1 inch,

respectively. This allowed both extensions to be isolated from the casings by - inch

thick wear pads.

Wear Pad Design

Figure 19 shows a conceptual view of the wear pads used in HARS. Wear pads

were chosen over roller bearings with a number of considerations in mind. Roller

bearings, while offering vastly reduced resistance to movement, did not present any

simple, compact means of installation and maintenance. They required considerable

expense to purchase and fabricate the special adjustable mountings. The wear

pads; while more prone to losing clearance adjustment due to wear, more difficult

to optimally adjust, and not as friction free as the rollers; offered a much simpler,

economic system.

To minimize the drawbacks of wear pads, the properties different plastics were

examined to find an economical, long wearing material with a low coefficient of

friction. 1 shows some of the plastics considered and their properties.

Delrin had the lowest coefficient of friction, but not much higher than Nylatron

which was considerably stronger and less expensive. Nylon, while cheaper still, was

too inconsistent in its coefficient of friction, and was not much better than Delrin

in strength. Torlon, while possessing impressive strength, was priced too high for
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Strut Casing Wall
Retention Bolts

Metal Plate to
Lock Nuts Distribute Load

Plastic Material

Fig. 19. Typical wear pad design.

consideration in this project. Nylatron NSM was chosen for the bearing material in

the wear pads.

Four positioning bolts and five adjusting set screws adjusted the clearance on

each wear pad. Positioning bolts threaded into the pad to maintain pad position.

and were tightened only after proper clearances are set. Set screws threaded into the

casing housing and pushed the pads against the strut extension to remove clearance.

Once adjusted, the set screws were held fast by jam nuts.

Fasteners

All fasteners used in HARS. other than those fastening HARS to the turntable.

were fine threaded (UNF). This type of bolt offered greater resistance to stripping
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Table 1. Wear pad plastic materials considered

PROPERTY MATERIAL
DELRIN NYLATRON TORLON NYLON

AF NSM 4301 101

Shear strength(psi) 8000 11500 16000 9600
Compressive strength(psi) 4500 13000 30000 5000
Coef of friction(dynamic) 0.15-0.16 0.13-0.16 0.13-0.25 0.17-0.43
Hardness(D-785) R118 R120 M120(D676) Rl15
Deformation under loada 0.6 0.5-1.0 unknown 1.0-3.0
Cost(!" sheet/sq ft) $171.75 $36.60 $384.48 $32.66
Wear factor(K)b 65 21 unknown unknown

a. 122°F, 2,000 psi
b. K= 0-i 1010 where: h = radial wear(in) & T = test duration(hrs)

threads because there is a larger contact area per unit length supporting the load,

and hence a lower realized shear strain within the parent material. Most of the screws

used were the socket head type (allen head) for two reasons; they generally exceed

SAE grade 8 strength, and the smaller handle of an allen wrench would help prevent

over torquing fasteners on assembly of HARS.

For bolt spacing, a rule of thumb used throughout this design was to give

fasteners one diameter's clearance from other material boundaries. Plots of the stress

gradient near a circular hole versus distance from the edge, normalized by the radius

of the hole, have shown that stress within the material structure becomes roughly

equivalent to a void free material within two radii' 4 .

Drive Mechanism

Figure 20 is a cut-away drawing of the mechanical drive mechanism used in

HARS. The strength and spacing of the bolts used to assemble the various pieces in
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this area were critical, as they withstood all aerodynamic loads and the weight of the

extension and drive system.

The maximum longitudinal load calculated for the front strut occurred at -300 of

pitch. This load was used to analyze required fastener strength of the bolts attaching

the lower casing cap. The loads supported by these fasteners are summarized in 2.

This load was divided between eight flush head socket cap screws (FHSCSs),

each one required to carry 1,395 lb in shear. For screws with no less than a 35 ksi

shear strength, MIL-HDBK-5D, Table 8.15(a), qualified a fastener size of 1 inch.
4

The rear strut casing cap attachment bolts were determined similarly, except that

the MA on the strut is 4.5 for an AOA of 300. The screw, being longer would weighed

about 12.35 lb. and the extension weighed only 13.30 lb. The load on the rear strut

bolts was then 9,188.34 lb. Divided among four bolts, - inch fasteners was required;
16

using eight fasteners, as with the front strut, #12 screws (0.216 inch) sufficed. For

consistency, eight 1 inch screws were used on both strut casings.
4

The bolts holding the transmission plate to the strut were analyzed using the

same forces used in sizing bolts of the casing cap. In this case, the bolts were under

tension rather than shear. To determine the loads on each bolt, forces and moments

were summed about an outside corner of the plate as shown in Fig. 21 . Summing

forces and moments about point a provided a solution for A (= 2762.98 lb), and B

(= 2863.63 lb). Assuming that the pair of bolts carrying each of these loads were

SAE grade 8, MIL-HDBK-5D, Table 8.15 qualified the use of inch bolts.
4

In similar fashion, the loads on the bolts for the adapter holding the strut to

the mounting plate were estimated. The 8271. lb bending moment calculated earlier

was used as the load, with the moment arms as shown in Fig. 22. Bolts A were under

a 2678.09 lb tensile load; bolts B, a 251.31 lb load. While this junction could be

fastened with as little as a - - inch bolt 15 , a 1- inch bolt, which is three and a half
16 16

times larger was selected to better cope with the repeated large torques experienced

during HARS' installation. Since a prediction of the person's strength performing

this the installation was impractical, as was assessing of a load cycle history of the

screw, the increase in fastener size was prudent.
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Table 2. Maximum predicted longitudinal loads on front strut

ITEM LOAD (lb)
motor 12.00
transmission 2.00
drive screw 9.23
extension 70.21
transverse link 75.00
sting 29.24
model 150.00
airloads 1512.50 - 275 A 5.5 mechanical advantage (MA)
E1860.18 x factor of safety (FS) of 6

11,161.08 - Total front strut longitudinal load

Drive Screws

The minimum required sectional moment of inertia, 1, of the drive screws was

predicted by Euler's buckling formula. The largest compressive load calculated from

the casing cap bolt analysis was used for the front strut. A factor of safety of three

was applied, the force distributed over the longest free length of drive screw, 29 inches.

This safety margin required an I of 0.0164. Assuming that the threads of the drive

screw did not contribute to its over all stiffness, the minimum root diameter of the

screw was derived from the moment of inertia equation for a circular area, equation 7.

'cirde -- x4 (7)

4

This equation predicted a minimum required root diameter of 0.571 inch. The

maximum screw diameter was limited by the proximity of the bore through the strut

extension split nut to surrounding fasteners. There was enough material in the rear

strut's split nut for a one inch diameter drive screw to be used without encroaching

to within a bolt diameter of the fasteners used therein. This load level served as a

maximum limiting factor.
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Fig. 21. Transmission to strut bolt force diagram.

A representa.tive stepper motor was selected to determine the optimum motor to

drive screw gear ratio and drive screw pitch. The holding torque needed to maintain

strut position under load was calculated to c -- en for a representative motor. from

which a torque versus rpm curve could be obt. I. Using a factor of safety of 1.5 and

neglecting friction, a supportive force of .538.34 lb was required to maintain position

under the maximum load found in the front strut. A torque of 174.5 in-lb applied
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Adapter 8271 ft/b

Mounting Plate-
'j j Bending Moment

Bolts Bolts

-0. 772 ;n
8,228 ;t ,

Fig. 22. Strut adapter bolt force diagram.

at the pitch diameter (PD) of 0.625 inches (pitch diameter of the standard screw)

would then be required to maintain the main strut position, a smaller torque for the

rear strut. Sigma Corporation's catalog listed a dozen stepper motors that met the

requirement for holding torque. Of them, The most powerful was characterized, and

used in a computer program. SCREW (Appendix D), to determine the optimum screw

pitch and diameter.
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SCREW varied three input variables to determine the maximum extension speed

of the front strut under maximum loading conditions. The gear ratio between the

motor and the screw varied from 1:1 to 30:1 by 1 per step. The outside diameter of

the screw varied from L to {- ths of an inch, in 1 th inch increments. The number of1616 16

threads per inch varied from 1 to 32 in steps of 1. For each outside diameter and pitch

combination, the program calculated and displayed root diameter, pitch diameter,

diametrical pitch. helix angle, and the torque available from the motor. SCREW went

on to predict the strut extension speed for the given torque versus rpm curve of the

sample motor. A maximum extension speed (for a one inch screw at 0.2657 inches per

second) was predicted for gear ratio/ threads per inch combinations 6:1/5 and 5:1/6.

The deciding factor between tGese two was the amount of linear contact area per inch

of shaft length, a determining factor in the calculation of friction. This length was

calculated as 1.9996, and 3.1780, respectively. Hence, a one inch, five threads per

inch acme thread was chosen for the drive screws. Of economic benefit, the chosen

thread was standard screw stock, saving time and expense in fabrication.

Motor to Drive Screw Gearing

Spur gears, to makeup the gear train between the motor and drive screw, were

selected with close attention to the horsepower rating of the gears. The needed

horsepower calculations were made with the equation

HP = F x Pitch radius x RPM (8)

6.3025

The force would be reduced by a factor of the mechanical advantage derived from the

screw, a factor of 13 71 for this case. Therefore, to move the front strut at the rate

calculated in SCREW would be

407.1 x 0.43635 × (0.2657 x 5 x 60)
2= 0.23 HP.6302-5
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Other factors limited the spur gears used in the transmission. The largest

outside diameter was limited to 6.25 inches to avoid interference with the operation of

the other strut mechanisms. Three standard diametrical pitches (DPs) were possible,

12, 16, and 20. Gear ratios ranging from 8:1 to 2:1 were explored in each DP for

the broadest versatility. DP 20 gears were not strong enough to supply any of the

high gear ratios. DP 12 gears could not supply a ratio 8:1 and still remain within the

outside diameter restriction. The DP 16 gears offered the full range of gear ratios.

The smallest inside diameter (ID) gears capable of handling 0.23 horsepower and

fitting the motor shaft limited the final ratio to a ratio no higher than 6:1.

Drive Mechanism Lash Adjustment

Gear train clearance adjustment was simplified by placing the drive screw

mounted gear and the idler gear at a fixed center-to-center distance. With the fixed

separation distance, the two gears, one with 80 teeth and the other with 96 teeth,

were freely swapped to change the gear ratio between the motor and the drive screw.

The third gear attached to the electric motor, and could be one of three sizes; a

16, 24, or 32 tooth. This made six gear ratios possible: 2.5, 3.0, 3.33, 4.0, 5.0, and

6.0. To make the center-to-center distance of the drive gear adjustable, the motor

was mounted on a sliding plate that locked into position for proper gear engagement.

Each gear was given a1 inch straight keyway and setscrew to maintain a positive

grip on the end of its respective shaft. The gear train is shown in Fig. 23 as it would

be installed on the main strut.

A split nut was designed for the drive screw to provide zero lash on the

drive screw. Conventional split nuts used in this application are typically split

longitudinally, and the two sides offset to provide positive contact on the opposing

halves of the screw face. A more practical, simplified solution in HARS was to split

the nut laterally, separating the halves by shim stock. The upper half of the nut rode

along the bottom face of the screw and the lower half along the top face to provide

zero backlash. Longitudinal play in the drive screws within the lower casing cap was
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Fig. 23. Power transmiission gears. Typical installation

removed by installing a proper thickness thrust washer between the spur gear that

rotated the drive screw, and the mounting plate which carried the electric motors and

other spur gears. The unavoidable backlash in the spur gears allowed less than a 0.00 I

inch variance in the strut length. This difference was undetectable when measured

using the linear potentiometers.

Electrical System Design Overview

Strut movement and position was controlled by an IBM AT compatible mi-

crocomputer through an analog to digital (A' D) board. Linear potentioneters were

used to feedback position. A control signal from the digital to analog !1D A J port.

too weak to run the motors alone, was amplified to supply power to the moz, trs. Ii
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the event, of a malfunction, a master disable switch was used to shut off power to the

system.

Figure 24 is a basic schematic of HARS' electrical system and controls loop.

For illustrative purposes, the control loop for only one of the struts is shown. Three

power sources were required; one heavy duty unit to supply 28 VDC to the electric

motors, a small unit for a voltage across the linear pots, and another small unit for the

panic" switch. Permanent magnet electric motors manufactured by American Bosch

powered the struts. These motors were rebuilt surplus items and able to handle up

to 36 VDC. HARS utilized them at 28 VDC to insure longer service life, and to avoid

supplying excessive power to the lower gear train.

Linear Potentiometers

Linear potentiometers were used to determine the amount of strut extension by

measuring the voltage drop across the potentiometer (pot) and lead voltage to the pot.

The linear pots were manufactured by Waters Manufacturing and advertised to be

linearly accurate to within 1%; however, a characterization procedure demonstrated

that one of the pots had an error exceeding 1.7%.

The characterization procedure plotted the percent of total voltage error versus

percent of poteniometer extension. The resulting curve was then included in the

controlling computer code. Using a 10 volt filtered power supply, voltage was applied

across the potentiometer as illustrated in Fig. 25. A small tape measure was secured

to the side of the pot, the tape's tongue extended and fastened to the position rod

by clamping the the tongue between a pair of large diameter washers. With the pot's

position rod fully seated, a stationary pointer was secured to the pot housing marking

a convenient tic mark on the tape, i.e. 1 inch precisely. Voltage across the resistor

and wiper was measured using a digital voltmeter to obtain a greater resolution and

repeatability of readings than could be obtained using typical analog voltmeters. The

pot's position rod was extended in one inch increments to full extension, and the wiper

voltage recorded.
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Wiper + Connecter End View + Reference
Voltages Voltage

Wiper Rod

Tongue / Pointer 7 Tape Measure

Fig. 25. Illustration of linear potentiometer characterization procedure.

Rt:erence voltage was recorded at the beginning and end of each test to detect

any drift of the power supply seLting. Out of six calibration tests. four had some

variance of reference voltage. Except for one case where the voltage varied by 0.35%C.

each data set's reference voltage varied by less than 0.15,%. The reference voltage

change was compensated for by linearly adjusting the reference voltage value used to

calculate the percentage of voltage drop across the pot.

Hysteresis was examined by repeating the test in reverse immediately after

finishing the forward collection. Hysteresis was not observable within the visual ability

to resolve the rod position. The difference between the percent of pot extension and
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the percent of reference voltage is shown in Fig. 26. These data curves were used

later within the controlling software.

Signal Processing

The analog signal from the pots and the signal to the electric motors was

handled through a Data Translation, Inc. A/D board in a Hewlett-Packard ES-512

microcomputer, an IBM/AT compatible. The board, a DT2821-F-16SE subsystem,

was factory configured for 16 single ended analog inputs, 16 digital input/output (I/O)

lines, and 2 D/A channels out. Dynamic performance was listed as a maximum AID

acquisition-to-memory speed of 150kHz and a D/A channel change of 20 volts in 5

microseconds. The board used 12 bits to represent the digital translation of analog

input. With a limit on analog input being 10 volts, digital resolution was to within

0.0024 volts. Specifications for this hardware are included in Appendix E.

The D/A ports were used to supply a control signal to the Copley Controls

Corp., Model 240, servo amplifiers. These amplifiers were very compact, measuring

only 4.63 x 7 x 2.40 inches and offered failsafe circuitry to protect against output

overload, excessive temperature, and improper supply connection. Operation was

enabled by connecting the enable remote shutdown switch to the earth ground of

the signal' source (the computer chassis). Positive and negati re output voltages were

identically enabled. All three switches- enable, positive enable, and negative enable-

required grounded connections to operate HARS; the switches were an integral part

of hardware protection against over extension/retraction of the struts.

These amplifiers are designed to amplify signal current rather than signal

voltage. With no current control in the D/A channels, strut velocity and motor torque

control was not possible by simple channel signaling. The current limit adjustment

pot was set at maximum to insure adequate power would be available to the motors.

Bench testing of the amplifiers discovered that a minimum signal of 2.3 volts must be

supplied to the amplifier for it to supply power to the motors. Factory specifications

and configuration for the amplifiers are detailed in Appendix F.
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Hardware Protective Circuitry

A pair of nicroswitches on each strut protected against movement past physical

limits that would damage the sting or model (Fig. 27). The ground connection for

the amplifier's positive enable switch was directed to a microswitch which opened

when the strut reached its tipper limit of travel. The negative enable switch was

similarly connected. The microswitch's roller tip contacted the outside surface of the

strut extension and opened when slots milled into the surface of the strut extensions

passed the switch. The amplifiers supplied the feed voltage ( 28 VDC ) to the motors

only when there was a control signal and the protective microswitches were closed.

The microswitches were protection for only a limited number of circumstances;

to provide more universal operation protection, a disabling solenoid switch was placed

between the motor's 28 volt power source and the amplifiers. The switch was closed

only when a 20-28 volt, low current signal was supplied to it. The signal passed

through a 'panic' button connected to a small power supply. The switch was an

aircraft surplus item manufactured by Guardian Electric, Model 11400037. It had

three heavy duty contacts rated at 460 V at 10 A, 60 Hz and a pair of light duty

auxiliary connections. Appendix H contains details of installation of the solenoid

switch on page 6 of the hardware installation schematics.

Hardware to Software Interface

A software interface package, ATLAB, was supplied with the A/D board.

ATLAB subroutine libraries were compatible with three languages: C, FORTRAN,

and PASCAL. Though not all were needed for this application, the subroutines were

able to perform these tasks:

1. Direct Memory Access (DMA) A/D and D/A transfers to and from

memory.

2. Single-value, non-DMA A/D, D/A, and DIO transfers.
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Fig. 27. Hardware protection microswitches.

3. Multiple-value, non-DMA A,'D and D/A transfers to and from uiemory.

4. Allocation and management of the IBM AT extended memory space.

5. Data buffer management.

6. On-board clock setup.

7. Error handling.

ATLAB needed the operating system PC-DOS v3.0 or later. and at least one

high-density floppy drive and a. hard drive. The niiniunin memory required was 2515K

KBytes. In the control software for HARS. continuous DMA was avoided because it
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involved buffered operations. Directly accessing the few needed A/D channels was

more efficient, and provided more timely information.

Control Software

HIALST, for HIgh ALpha STing, was a FORTRAN program written to control

HARS; a general logic flowchart is included in Appendix G. It began with internal data

structuring; initializing ATLAB, reading an external ASCII data file, and setting the

pitch correction due to installation variations. The external data file, HIALST.DAT,

contained information about the physical configuration of HARS, position error

correction data, and a number of user variable parameters used to control HARS'

performance characteristics.

As HIALST read the data file it scanned the first character of each record for

an alphabetic character indicating how the following record(s) was to be processed.

Only one record set was optional; if an A appeared in the first column (for alpha list),

HARS automaticly adjusted the angle of pitch in the order listed on the following

read; otherwise, the user interactively directed pitch attitude. All other record sets

were required for HARS to operate properly. Provisions were not included to insure

all required data sets were present, so care had to be taken to have all data available

for HIALST. One of the data records allowed the user to change logic parameters HARS

used to seek a new position and filter noise in the linear pot readings. Another record

contained the coefficients of a sixth order polynomial used to correct for the pot

nonlinearity (curve plotted in Fig. 26). Also included in the data file was a list of the

error of pitch at 100 increments obtained during the setup qualification tests.

The physical information read in from the data file included lengths of the struts

at these important operation points:

1. Physical length, excluding any extended length.

2. Maximum and minimum length of the extension when the strut's

protective microswitch stops the motor.

3. Maximum and minimum length for the strut's position at 00 and 90'
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of pitch.

4. Extendible length of the linear pots.

5. Lengths separating the front and rear strut pivot locations.

6. The angle from vertical at which the front strut is mounted.

Pitch Attitude Logic

HARS calculated the pitch angle of the cross-link through simple geometric

relationships illustrated by the simple linkage drawing of Fig. 28. The structure is

not an irregular trapezoid. but two triangles joined at two vertices.

HARS sampled the linear pots for the strut lengths; the length of all four sides

of the outer scribed trapezoid were then known - the cross-link was a fixed distance.

as was the separation distance at the rear strut's lower pivot point. One of the angles

in the triangle formed by the front strut was always fixed at 90 . A known angle with

adjacent sides of known length fully describe a triangle, the three included angles,

and the lengths of the three sides. The third side of the rearward triangle was then

known, and hence its three included angles. The angular relationship between the

front strut and the cross-link was then given by adding the calculated angles of iota, t,

and kappa, r.. A similar process was used to predict the strut lengths needed to obtain

a requested angle of attack, only in this case the rear strut length was unknown at the

beginning. The front strut length was known because of the linear motion assumption

made earlier. The rearward triangle was then described by subtracting the computed

value of L from the desired angle. Within HARS these two procedures were done by

the subroutine TRGTL. The mounting angle was included in this calculation: hence, the

procedure was valid for both standard installations, as well as any future mounting

geometries.
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Fig. 28. Simplified .ARS geometry.

Software Operation

After initialization procedures, HIALST offered to calibrate the mechanism's

angle of attack setting to account for misalignment of LIARS due to variances in

installation. To measure this offset, °ARS positioned itself at zero degrees of pitch,

and waited for the user to measure the true angle using an inclinometer across the
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top face of the cross-link. Since the skewedness of this position was present in all as,

this position measurement of HARS had to be precise. The operator had the option

of entering the angular error measured, or bypassing this operation by entering the

error known from an earlier calibration check.

The software was then ready to begin position commands. Subroutine FINDL

told the driver program the current position of the struts. Subroutine TRGTL found

the lengths of the struts and the window of length for the struts to be moved to that

satisfy the pitch request. The strut motors were then powered in the direction of the

target position. Strut position was sampled in an continuous loop while the struts

moved. When the struts passed to within a defined distance of the final location.

power to the motors was cut. After both strut's movement had been terminated,

HIALST began a station keeping mode to fine tune the position before displaying the

final pitch attitude to the operator and seeking further instructions. While software

apparently waited for instructions, it continually monitored HARS' position, taking

appropriate steps to maintain position.

The operator's console requested current position information without affecting

the on going process by entering an 'A'. However, other commands, such as a "<cr>'

or an I. caused temporary suspension of operation while entering the new pitch

angle. I interrupted table-directed pitch control. The ability of the console to

change operating modes during tunnel testing allowed the insertion of pitch settings

left off the list, or selective positioning of the model. Automatic pitch positioning

was resumed, beginning where terminated, at the operators instruction( C'). Program

execution was terminated at any time after entering the positioning section of code

by entering a Q
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design Revision

Some of the design specifications changed during the manufacture of HARS for

a variety of reasons. The wear pad material, nylatron, was not readily available,

so common nylon was substituted to avoid slipping the fabrication schedule. Few

stepping motors had the power available to comply with that requirement indicated

during the force analysis phase of the HARS design. Those which could qualify

were too costly for the limited budget of this project; therefore, they were replaced

with permanent magnet d.c. motors. The effect of the first of these changes cannot

be quantified, the second had significant impact on the control design. Stepping

motors were originally desired because of the precision in which they can be driven to

position. Using a d.c. electric motor for power, the refinement of movement became

a responsibility of the control software. The options available in the construction of

control logic were further restricted when the amplifier's inability to proportionally

amplify signal voltage was discovered.

Static Evaluation

Preliminary tests of the integration of software and hardware were done with

the assembled HARS on a test stand (Fig. 29) where all systems were accessible. In
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Lz

Fig. 2 . .-,ssembled HARS on a test stand.

this figure. HARS" true size is evident. The wind tunnel floor would be inches above

the mount extension bar which is extending horizontally to the right.

When voltages applied to the A, D board changed, the digital translation was

not instantly reflected. When continuously monitored. digital values wert. observed to

scroll toward the new value, overshoot, and oscillate slightly before stabiliziig. Even

stable input values were observed to float as external noise affected the lines or when
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ta Plate

Mounting Clamp a ,
ai

,, , " Mounting Slot

Fig. :30. HARS mounting plate installation for 30' configuration.

voltages straddled a value too fine for a digital translation . To filter this. subroutine

FINDL made a number ,f inquiries- an externally defined number- and calculated

a mathematical mean before returning the strut length. The mean stabilized with

between 30 and 40 reads of the A,,D board.

Installation of HARS into the TAMU LSWT using the procedures outlined

in Appendix I required six hours. Most work was accomplished with two people:

however, three people were the minimum needed for some tasks. Figure :31) shows

the mounting plate installed transversely to the tunnel centerline. Part of the tunnel

flooring has been removed to better see the upper balance stiucture. The lower

extremities of HARS are shown in Fig. 31. When the turntable is rotated for yaw.

the cradle-like structure, which is about four inches below the transmission gears,

remains stationary. During yaw angle sweeps, HARS hardware approached hlo closer

than three inches to any permanent structure.



t. '- Front strut I
' ' Drive .Motor

A1

SRear Strut €w :

Drive Motor

lCradle

Cradle

Fig. 31. HARS drive system detail.
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Once installed, HARS was positioned repeatedly from 0 to 90' of pitch without

using the angular correction inputs mentioned earlier. HARS' attitude was always

measured statically, without operating the wind tunnel, using a vernier inclinometer.

Differences between the calculated HARS position and the actual pitch attitude

ranged from 4.700 for a requested 0' to a maximum error of 6.89' for 400 before

dropping to a minimum error of 0.750 for the requested pitch of 900. Certainly some

of the error was due to installation misalignment, but this error would have been

constant through the range of movement. The remainder was assumed to be due to

irregularities in the physical lengths supplied to HIALST through it's external data file.

A series of tests where each of the physical parameters were varied were inconclusive

in isolating the error.

To correct for this error another subroutine was added to HIALST, and additional

data was added to the external data file. The new subroutine interpolated a correction

from the additional data which was the error in pitch attitude as measured at 100

increments. This method required the mechanism to be run through the full range

of pitch angles, with all correction factors set to zero, recording the variance between

HARS' calculation of pitch and it's true position in 100 increments. When complete,

this information is entered into the external data file for pitch angle correction during

operation.

With this later correction included, HARS was repeatedly commanded to

position at random pitch attitudes. Figure 32 shows HARS installed in the TAMU

LSWT with the small sting and a model attached. Each position was compared to

a measurement of the transverse link's attitude taken with the inclinometer. The

inclinometer was accurate to one minute of angular measure. With the external data

file directing HIALST to maintain a , 20' accuracy, HARS' pitch attitude was within

the desired accuracy in over 100 separate commands. Remaining position error was

not correlative to the desired pitch attitude, or the direction the commanded pitch
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angle was approached from. No means to measure HARS' attitude with the wind

tunnel in operation was in place during operational tests.

The operation speed of HARS varied with the beginning and ending positions.

An average of 4' per second, with 15 seconds to finely adjust the pitch attitude was

observed.

Operational Evaluation

HARS was operationally tested through out the design envelope using a YF-16

model at dynamic pressures up to 80 psf. Use of the sting mounting system spanned

a three week period, during which four problems arose. The first one was minor;

HARS was only able to achieve a maximum of 88' of pitch. This limit was acceptable

during the test so no measures were taken to allow a full 900 of pitch.

By the end of the second day of testing, HARS had lost clearance adjustment

on the main strut. This clearance maladjustment allowed as much as half a degree of

pitch attitude error, determined by measuring the change in mounting angle of the

transverse link while an assistant manually forced the sting to move up and down.

Excessive clearances were eliminated by adjusting those pads which could be accessed

with HARS installed in the LSWT. The current drawn by the motors increased from

15 amps, for properly adjusted clearances, to 23 amps following tightening the pads,

emphasizing the important affects of proper maintenance relating to power reqluired

to run the mount. A look at the close tolerances of HARS' installation can be found

in Fig. 33. In this figure HARS was sitting at 30' of pitch where the front to rear strut

clearance is maximized, and the close quarters of the balance structure is obvious.

Less than three and typically less than two inches of clearance separate HARS from

the pyramidal balance's lower turntable structure.

The third problem arose with high q testing. While testing at a q equal to 80

psf, the electric motors did not have enough power to position the m "lel against the

wind. In this situation, as HARS started to move to a higher angle of attack, the

model was blown back to a full 880 of pitch. Once in this position, HARS could be
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Fig. 32. Installed HARS mechanism at various angles of attack.
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Fig. 33. Rear strut to pitch trunnion clearance. Looking down from the test section.

seen attempting to correct the pitch attitude. but the sting could not draw down

against the wind. The problem was dealt with by dropping q to 60 psf or lower.

waiting for the pitch attitude to stabilize, and then bringing the tunnel back up to

speed. HARS held and maintained the new position. but could not cope with the

initial mo inent toward a higher pitch angle.

The last item occurred at the conclusion of a series of pitch examinations, when

HARS was extending both struts to return to 0' of pitch. Occasionally. the front

strut would quit extending without reaching the proper height. Since the rear strut

was still extending, this caused the model to dip dangerously close to the tunnel floor.

Before contact was made, the -panic' button cut power to the motors. The front strut

began operating normally after restoring power. This problem was later traced to a

faulty upper limit micro switch.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

1. HARS was able to position the model successfully from 00 to 90' of pitch,

with up to 900 of yaw under most conditions. No movement restrictions

were noted below a pitch angle of 600; however, for dynamic pressures at

and above 80 psf, the tunnelwind velocity had to be dropped to a lower

q for HARS to position itself. The tunnel velocity could then be raised

and data taken from the model.

2. HARS attached to the present turntable without requiring any modifica-

tion to the later hardware.

3. Model was positioned wings level for testing from 00 to 900 of pitch, with

up to 90' of yaw.

4. A 36 inch long model remained in the center of the tunnel test section

(which has less than a 0.4% q variation).

5. A microcomputer fully controled the position of HARS from the operators

console.

6. Pitch attitude at the model was consistently measured within an error of

0.20, although it was only staticly measurable. There was no mechanism

to measure the actual pitch angle during the course of tunnel operation.

7. The combination of the strut potentiometer's linearity error, the limited

resolution )f the A/D board, and the unknown operational physical

displacement limited HARS' current accuracy capabilities.

8. There may have been very low frequency noise within the model data due

to vibration of HARS structure.
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9. Dynamic testing using HARS, in its current configuration, is not possible

due to the limited strength of the gears, and the liabilities of the amplifier-

motor combination.

Recommendations

1. Measures to overcome the positioning problem during high q operation

need exploration. Possibilities would include larger motors, a different

transverse link for high pitch angle/high q testing, or software refinement

for critical position adjustment.

2. An additional bracket needs to be constructed to attach the forward edge

of the mount extension bar to the tunnel edge to decrease the chance of

mount vibration during operation.

3. Clearance problems experienced by the end of the second day of operations

can be minimized in any one or a combination of ways, which include:

A. Machine the surface of the struts to obtain a less abrasive surface.

B. Coat the extensions with a durable dry film lubricant, such as,

graphite impregnated epoxies.

C. Install pads of greater durability and lubrication qualities.

4. A mechanism to measure the actual angle of pitch during the course of

tunnel operation needs to be included. The instrumentation of the sting

to provide this information could document operational errors as well as

be channeled back to the computer for position tracking.

5. An upgrade to the electronics of HARS should include a revision of the

controlling software and hardware. The 'on-off' control of the electric

motors might be overcome by designing an oscillating output signal from

the computer which would, in effect, permit running the motors at a

controlled, variable rate. This modification would increase operation

response to commanded changes to pitch settings. A change of amplifiers

might also be a solution to this problem. The computer signal could then
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vary operation speed by varying the signal voltage strength. This latter

method would be preferable since it would be less prone to variation of the

computer's operation speed as the programming logic used to generate an

oscillating signal would be.

6. HARS' impact on flow within the tunnel should be documented. While the

basic guidelines for insuring a low degree of flow restriction and flow effects

about the model were followed, the effects of high AOA testing on flow

quality within the test section are not known. Nor is there quantification

of flow behavior as compared to other model mounting systems.

7. Dynamic testing should consider a modified version of the single jackscrew

concept. The nec2ssary modification would be an addition of a second

screw for lowering and raising the primary mechanism. The mechanism

could be plunged without changing pitch attitude, and would mathemat-

ically modeled using modern robotic techniques. Such modeling would

allow torque and force requirements to be calculated, and a greater de-

gree of control of model velocity during position changes.
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APPENDIX A

AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

Aerodynamic calculations will be done on the following simupie aircraft shape:

11.25

22.3

1. 9 52.25

0.252.2

60' c ection A-A5

Sectin A-ASection B-B

Wing parameters: MAC' = 1.5" t/c =1.67% A.c. 5, fs 22-4250

Vertical tail paranmeters: MIAC' = 6.3" t"c 1.8
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Aircraft data:

b2
Aspect Ratio(AR) -

22.52
'(22.5)(22.5)

=2

Taper Ratio A

ct

Cr

=0

Sweep angle = A 1T
1 +(b)]

ta - (22.5)

=56.31'

1.LIFT CALCULATIONS

L.A. LIFT CURVE SLOPE 16

CI = Kpsin a cos2 a + Kvsin 2 a cos a (6.58)

where: Kp is given by Fig. 6-3216

Kp =f(AR, ALE, a

C

Kp= 2.3030(2.3535)

K, is given by Fig. 6-3316

K= 2.8586(3.2449)

NOTE: Since c versus ALE gave different values than AR versus ALE, both are

shown; AR versus ALE is the first value. In Fig. 6-3416, this equation correlated

well with experiment for an a = 15' up to Re = 6.0 x 106; after which, the lack
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of reattachment caused error. With our Re = 2.9 x 106, assume correspondence for

another 100, to an a of 250.

a -5 0 5 10 15 20 25

CIL -.1776 0.000 .2208 .4727 .7411 1.0098 1.2622

(CL) -.1790 0.000 .2281 .4927 .7783 1.0675 1.3422

%diff 0.8 0.000 3.3 4.2 5.0 5.7 6.3

The larger values will be used hence forth.

To extend the range of CL, Fig. 6-3616 , "Lift coefficeints for Delta Wings of

Various Aspect Ratios"; t = 0.12c, Re=7 x 105 is used on the chart information for

AR = 2.38; beyond 350 the data is extrapolated along a curve of similar form found

for AR = 1.61. Data for AR = 2 are linearly interpolated.

From fig 6-3616:

- - - - CL .-.

AR\a -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

1.61 -.170 0.00 .168 .340 .500 .700 .900 1.05 1.15 1.15 1.07

2.00 -.195 0.00 .191 .395 .563 .785 .925 .985 .985 .880 .705

2.38 -.220 0.00 .213 .450 .626 .870 .950 .920 .820 .610 .340

Comparing to earlier values, the trends of this range of data will be extrapolated
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to predict thin airfoil lift characteristics

a CL %'ACL CL %ACL

(6-36) (6.58)

5 0.191 0.2208

1.068 1.141

10 0.395 0.4727

0.425 0.568

15 0.563 0.7411

0.394 0.363

20 0.785 1.0098

0.178 0.250

25 0.925 1.2622

0.065

30 0.985 1.3442

0.000

35 0.985 1.3442

-. 107

40 0.880 1.2004

-.199

45 0.705 0.9615

-.4(est)

50 0.5769

1.B. WING-BODY CL, 1T

(CL, )wB= F(CL,)w

where:

sbody diameter
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F -f 225

PI- f(-)
10

= 1.1712

NOTE: This is referenced to exposed wing area (SE), not total wing area (S,,)!

C'L-qSE = CLwqSW - CLE = CLw(-SW

SW SW 1(22.5)2
finding 2

SE SE 2(i)(20.25)(10.125)

= 1.2346

(CL,)W s = 1.1712(l.2346CLw)

= 1.4459CLow

I.C. CURVE FIT OF RESULTS OF 1.A. TO 900 USING FRENCH CURVE

ct C L

50 0.5769

55 0.2742

60 0.1738

65 0.1133

70 0.0684

75 0.0371

80 0.0195

85 0.0070
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I.D. TOTAL CL

A B C D E F

a CL Vr 
C

L0 , CLaE CLE C'LTOTALW

B,-B,_l 1.4459B E._+ E
A,-A,-, D(An-An-1) 1.2346

-5 -. 1776 - - -0.2565 -0.2078

0 0.0000 0.0355 0.0513 0.0000 0.0000

5 0.2208 0.0442 0.0639 0.3195 0.2588

10 0.4727 0.0504 0.0729 0.6840 0.5540

15 0.7411 0.0537 0.0776 1.0720 0.8683

20 1.0098 0.0537 0.0776 1.4600 1.1826

25 1.2622 0.0505 0.0730 1.8350 1.4864

30 1.3442 0.0164 0.0237 1.9435 1.5742

35 1.3442 0.0000 0.0000 1.9435 1.5742

40 1.2004 -. 0288 -.0416 1.7355 1.4058

45 0.9615 -.0478 -.0691 1.3900 1.1259

50 0.5769 -.0769 -. 1112 0.8340 0.6755

55 0.2742 -.0605 -.0875 0.3965 0.3212

60 0.1738 -.0201 -.0291 0.2510 0.2033

65 0.1133 -. 0121 -.0175 0.1635 0.1324

70 0.0684 -.0090 -.0130 0.0985 0.0798

75 0.0371 -. 0063 -.0091 0.0530 0.0429

80 0.0195 -. 0035 -.0051 0.0275 0.0223

85 0.0070 -. 0025 -.0036 0.0095 0.0077

90 0.0000 -.0014 -.0020 0,0000 0.0000
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2. DRAG CALCULATIONS

2.A. TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR WING DUE TO LIFT

CDL = CDo + CD, + ACDB

where:
CDo 0.0040

C C2
reAR

- L (. 8 5 )2 )

0.1872CL
2

ACDB =parabolic curve variationl

CDL = 0.0040 + 0.1872CL2 + ACDB

O CDo CD,, %CLmax %ACL %L-CD ACDB CDL

-5 0.0040 0.0081 - - - 0.0000 0.0121

0 0.0000 - - - 0.0000 0.0040

5 0.0125 - - - 0.0000 0.0165

10 0.0575 - - - 0.0000 0.0615

15 0.1412 - - - 0.0000 0.1452

20 0.2619 - - - 0.0000 0.2659

25 0.4137 93.77 58.47 17.66 0.0731 0.4908

30 0.4640 99.31 95.40 64.84 0.3009 0.7689

2.B. ZERO LIFT DRAG OF BODY

(CDo)WB w(CD) + ((D,) B, + ACD0 + CDL

where:

(D) =Cf,[1 + V± 100t 4]RS,.
CDO) W C Sref C
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where 7 :
L =2.0 for < 0.3c

Cmaxg

t
- = 0.02
C

Sw = 2Se

= 2(410.0625)

= 820.1250

= qref

R = 0.8483( from Fig.11.8)

Cf = 3.9 x 10-3( turbulent

C' based on natural metal -K = 0.16 x 10- 3

(CDo)w = 3.9x 10-31 1 + 2.0(0.02) + 100(0.02)4 0.8483(0.81)

= 0.0028

2.C. BODY DRAG 7

(CDo) B = (CDf ) B + CDb

where:

Cf [I + 60 + .0025lBd]S
(B d SB

where:

Cf = 0.16 x 10- 3 - based n natural metal -K

Sa = 27r(1.125)(33.75) + 27r(2.25)(0.375)

= 243.8661

SB = 7r(1.125) 2

= 3.9761
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[ 60 1243.8661
= 3.3×x 10- ' 1i+ - + 0.04

iu I 4096 13.9761
= 0.2135

CDb =0 , assuming the sting fills the base

CDo) = 0.2135

2.D. MISC, DRAG. ACDo

zero; no stores, canopies, etc.

2.E. WING-BODY DRAG

(CDo)wB= (CDo) V+ (CDo) Sb + ACDO
Sref

=0.0028 + [0.2135 + ir(1.125)2

L 253.1250]
0.0062

2.F. TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR -5 TO 300 a

CD = 2.A. + 2.E.

a CDL CDo CD

-5 0.0121 0.0062 0.0183

0 0.0040 0.0102

5 0.0165 0.0227

10 0.0615 0.0677

15 0.1452 0.1514

20 0.2659 0.2721

25 0.4908 0.4970

30 0.7689 . 0.7751
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2.G. POST 300 DRAG

CD = CDo + CD, + CDf

where:

CDo = 0.0040

CD, = (assume flat plate past 30 degrees AOA)

= (1.1805 - 0.0040)sin a

= 1.17655 sin a

CD = fuselage drag when modeled as circular cylinder

= f( L, d, sina )

where: L = exposed cylindrical fuselage length

= cylindical portion + - conical portion

= 14.4510

L used to obtain Cd s

L Cd

d

1 0.63

5 0.80

10 0.83

but this is for the projected characteristic area of the cylinder, it is reduced by

multiplying by the projected area of an equivalent circumferential cylinder and

characterized by dividing by wing area (253.125)

a CDOW CDL L CS Y CDf. ,  CD

35 0.0040 0.6748 3.6839 0.7441 1.9614 83.2686 0.2448 0.9236

40 L 0.7562 4.1284 0.7630 1.7502 85.8646 0.2588 1.0190

45 1 0.8319 4.5415 0.7805 1.5910 88.4630 0.2728 1.1087

50 0.9013 4.9200 0.7966 1.4686 90.9868 0.2863 1.1916

55 1 0.9637 5.2611 0.8016 1.3734 93.3699 0.2957 1.2634

60 . 1.0189 5.5622 0.8034 1.2990 95.5493 0.3033 1.3262
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E CDo,w Cd D yL a Scl CD,,, CD

6.5 0.0040 1.0663 5.8209 0.8049 1.2413 97.4802 0.3100 1.3803

70 1.1055 6.0353 0.8062 1.1972 99.1153 0.3157 1.4252

75 1 1.1364 6.2038 0.8072 1.1647 100.4232 0.3202 1.4606

80 1.1586 6.3251 0.8080 1.1424 101.3773 0.3236 1.4862

85 1 1.1720 6.3982 0.8084 1.1293 101.9536 0.3256 1.5016

90 { 1.1765 6.4226 0.8085 1.1250 102.1470 0.3263 1.5068

3. PITCHING MOMENT

In general from eqn 5-4'9

Cm + Ccza +C- C St it-- " c Sul "cCmc+ "luaS C Cft SwvC

3.A. FUSELAGE"9

dM volume -__ - g(K 2 -K,)
dcr 28.7

where:

K 2 -Ki =f(~

= f(16)

= 0.97

volume = 7r(1.125) 2(36 - 1.95) + ( nosecone volume

= 135.3855 + 1(1.125(1.95)(0.375)(27r))
2

= 137.9700in
3

= 0.0798ft
3

therefore:

dM 1O(.0798 0.97
dot 28.7)

dM ft - lb
- 02698rad
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3.B. WING CONTRIBUTION 9

C'mw = Cn( )+ C, (Z) + Cmac

where:
cn = CL COS(Ct - iw) + CD sin(a - i,)

= CL COS a + CD sin a, since, = 0

C, = CD cos(a - 1) - C'L sin(a - i,,,)

= CDcosa - CLsina

Xa 20.8006 22.425
c 15

- -0.1083

Za -0.0481
c 15

- -0.0032

C(mac - 0

therefore :Cm. = -- 0.108 3 (C'L cos a + CD sin a) - 0.00 3 2 (CD COSQ - CL sinr a)
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APPENDIX B

FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING: FORCES

PROGRAM FORCES

REAL LIFT, LOFRCL, LOFRCD, LAFRCL, LAFROD, LAFORC, LOFORC, MAC,

& MOGLO, MCGLA, MCGFUS, MCG, MNTING, LENGTH

CHARACTER* 1 ANSWER

DIMENSION AOA(20), CL(20), CD(20), CDV(7)

DATA AOA/ -5.0, 0.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15., 20., 25.,

& 30., 35., 40., 45., 50., 55., 60.,

& 65., 70., 75., 80.., 85., 90.!

DATA CL/-.2078, 0.0000, 0.2588, 0.5540, 0.8683, 1.1826, 1.4864,

& 1.5742, 1.5742, 1.4058, 1.1259, 0.6755, 0.3212, 0.2033,

& 0.1324, 0.0798, 0.0429, 0.0223, 0.0077, 0.0000/

DATA CD/0.0183, 0.0102, 0.0227, 0.0227, 0.1514, 0.2721, 0.4970,

& 0.7751, 0.9236, 1.0190, 1.1087, 1.1916, 1.2634, 1.3262,

& 1.3803, 1.4252, 1.4606, 1.4862, 1.5016, 1.5068/

DATA CDV/0.0000, 0.0004, 0.0017, 0.0062, 0.0145, 0.0266, 0.0412/

XCG = 20.8006 /1.2.

S = 253.1250 /144.

Q = 100.

DGTORD = 1. / ( 180. / 3.141593)

XA = -1.6244 /12.

ZA = -0.0481 /12.
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DCMDAL =0.2698

LENGTH = 36. I12.

MNTING = 30. *DGTORD

STING = 30. I12.

SDSLIP = 0.

RETRAC = 0.

HSINK = 8. /12.

WRITE(*,*)' ENTER DESIRED SIDE SLIP ANGLE>'

READ(*,*)SDSLIP

BETA = SDSLIP * DGTORD

WRITE(*,*)' ENTER INITIAL MOUNT HEIGHT IN INCHES>'

READ(* ,*)H

H = H / 12.

HPRIME = H + HSINK

WRITE(*,*) ' RETRACT THE PIVOT POINT?>'

READ(* ,*)RETRAC

IF( RETRAC .EQ. 0) THEN

DELTAH = 0.

ELSE

DELTAM = H / 18.

ENDIF

WRITE(* ,901)

DO 10 I = 1,20

IF( TIPZ .GE. 7.0 ) GOTO 10
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ALPHA =AOA(I) * DGTORD

IF( AOA(I) .GT. 0. ) THEN

H =H -DELTAH

HPRIME =HPRIME - DELTAH

ENDIF

ICDV =INT( SDSLIP / 5. )+ 1

IF( AOA(I) .NE. 90. ) THEN

CDVERT = CDV(ICDV) * SQRT( COS( ALPHA))

ELSE

CDVERT = 0

ENDIF

C***** WIND AXIS

LIFT = CL(I) * Q* S

DRAG = ( CD(I) + COVERT) *Q S

DRAG = CD(I)*Q* S

C***** BODY AXIS

LOFRCL = LIFT *SIN( ALPHA )

LAFRCL = LIFT *COS( ALPHA )

LOFRCD = DRAG *COS( ALPHA )

LAFRCD = DRAG *SIN( ALPHA )

C***** FORCES

LOFORC = LOFRCL + LOFRCD

LAFORC = LAFRCL + LAFRCD

C***** MOMENTS ABOUT AC

MAC = 0.

C***** MOMENTS ABOUT CG

MCGLO =LOFORC * ZA
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MCGLA = LAFORC * XA

MCGFUS = DCMDAL * ALPHA

MCG = MCGLO + MCGLA + MCGFUS + MAC

C***** MOMENTS ABOUT STING BASE

TMOMNT = DRAG * SIN(BETA) * (((STING + LENGTH - XCG + XA)

& * COS(ALPHA) ) - ( HPRIME * TAN(MNTING) ) )

BMOMNT = LIFT * ( ( STING + LENGTH - XCG + XA )*COS(ALPHA)-

& ( HPRIME * TAN(MNTING) ) )

& + DRAG * COS(BETA) * ( ( STING + LENGTH -XCG + XA )

& * SIN(ALPHA) + HPRIME)

& + MCGFUS

C***** LOCATION OF MODEL TIP

TIPX = C (STING + LENGTH )*COS( ALPHA ) ) -

& ( H * TAN( NNTING ) ) ) * COS( BETA )

TIPY = C ( ( STING + LENGTH ) * COS( ALPHA ) ) -

( (H *TAN( MNTING ) ) ) *SIN(CBETA )

TIPZ = H + ( STING +LENGTH ) *SIN( ALPHA) )

C***** LOCATION OF MODEL CENTER OF GRAVITY

CGX ( ((STING +LENGTH -XCG ) *COS( ALPHA)

& ( H *TAN( MNTING ) ) ) * COS( BETA)

CGY ( ( ( STING + LENGTH - XCG ) *COS( ALPHA))-

& (CH*TAN( MNTING) ) ) * SIN( BETA)

CGZ =H+C (C(STING +LENGTH -XCG)*SIN(ALPHA)

C***** RECORD HIGHEST VALUES

IF( TMOMNT .GT. TMAX ) TMAX = TMOMNT

IF( BMOMNT .GT. EMAX ) BMAX - BMOMNT

C***** DUMP DATA

WRITE(*,902) AOACI), LIFT, DRAG, TNOMNT, BMOMNT, TIPX, TIPY,

& TIPZ, CGX, CGY, CGZ
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10 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,903) TMAX,BMAX

901 FORI4AT(' ALPHA LIFT DRAG TORSIONAL BENDING

& ' TIP X TIP Y TIP Z CG X CG Y CG Z',/,

& MOMENT MOMENT')

& ' COORD COORD COORD COORD COORD COORD' ,,

902 FORMAT(IX,FS.1,2X,2(F8.2,2X),2(FIO.2,2X),6(F5.2,2X))

903 FORMAT(/,' MAXIMUM TORSIONAL MOMENT ENCOUNTERED WAS: Mt =',F10.2,

& /,,' MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENT ENCOUNTERED WAS: Mb =',F10.2)

STOP

END
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING: RSTRUTLD

PROGRAM RSTRUTLD

REAL LIFT, MNTMAX, LEN, LENATR

CHARACTER* 1 ANSWER

DIMENSION AOA(20), CL(20), CD(20), CDV(7)

DATA ADA/ -5.0, 0.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15., 20., 25.,

& 30., 35., 40., 45., 50., 55., 60.,

& 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90./

DATA CL/-.2078, 0.0000, 0.2588, 0.5540, 0.8683, 1.1826, 1.4864,

& 1.5742, 1.5742, 1.4058, 1.1259, 0.6755, 0.3212, 0.2033,

& 0.1324, 0.0798, 0.0429, 0.0223, 0.0077, 0.0000/

DATA CD/0.0183, 0.0102, 0.0227, 0.0227, 0.1514, 0.2721, 0.4970,

& 0.7751, 0.9236, 1.0190, 1.1087, 1.1916, 1.2634, 1.3262,

& 1.3803, 1.4252, 1.4606, 1.4862, 1.5016, 1.5068/

DATA CDV/0.0000, 0.0004, 0.0017, 0.0062, 0.0145, 0.0266, 0.0412/

XCG = 20.8006 /12.

S = 253.1250 I144.

Q = 100.

Pi = 3.141593

DGTORD = 1. /(180. / PI

SDSLIP z 0.

FS = 6.
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E =29. 0E6

5 WRITE(*,*)' ENTER DESIRED SIDE SLIP ANGLE>'

READ(* ,*)SDSLIP

BETA =SDSLIP * DGTORD

WRITE(* ,901)

DO 10 I = 1,20

ALPHA = AGACI * DGTORD

ICDV = INT( SDSLIP / 5. )+ 1

IF( AOA(I) .NE. 90. ) THEN

CDVERT = CDV(ICDV) *SQRT( COS( ALPHA))

ELSE

OVERT = 0

ENDIF

C***** WIND AXIS

LIFT = CL(I *Q *S

DRAG = ( cD(I) + COVERT) *Q*S

DRAG = CD(I)*Q *S

C***** FROCE ON REAR STRUT ABOUT FRONT STRUT PIVOT POINT

FPRIME = ( LIFT + DRAG * SINCALPHA) * COS(BETA) )*3.9020

C***** ANGLE BETWEEN STING CENTERLINE AND REAR STRUT

DEL - ATAN (

&(12. *SIN( C120. *DGTORD )-ALPHA )-5.)

& 101.-

& 68. *ALPHA/PI)
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& ( 12. * COS( ( 120. * DGTORD) - ALPHA ) )
& )

& )

DELDEG = DEL / DGTORD

C***** REQUIRED REACTANT FORCE

R = FPRIME / COS( ( 30. * DGTORD ) + DEL - ALPHA)

C***** UNREENFORCED LENGTH

LEN = 44. - 6 68. * ALPHA / PI )

& ( 12. * COS( ( 120. * DGTORD ) - ALPHA ) )

C***** TOTAL LENGTH OF REAR STRUT

TOTLEN = ( 101. - ( 68. * ALPHA / PI) - ( 12 *

& ( COS( C 120. * DGTORD ) - ALPHA ) ) ) ) / COS ( DEL )

C***** DETERMINE SECTIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA FOR STRUT BUCKLING

C***** ASSUMING TOTAL LENGTH OF REAR STRUT AND A SINGLE BUCKLE NODE

RWTHFS = R * FS

SECMNT = ( RWTHFS * TOTLEN * TOTLEN ) / C PI * PI * E

C***** RECORD HIGHEST VALUES

IF( SECMNT .GT. MNTMAX ) THEN

MNTMAX = SECMNT

RMAX = R

F4RJ'AX = FPRIME

LENATR = LEN

ENDIF

IF( DELDEG .GT. DELMAX ) DELMAX = DELDEG

C***** DUMP DATA

WRITE(*,902) AOA(I), LIFT, DRAG, FPRIME, R, DELDEG, LEN,

& TOTLEN, SECMNT

10 CONTINUE
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WRITE(*,903) MNTMAX, RMAX, F4RMAX, LENATR, DELMAX

901 FORMAT(' ALPHA LIFT DRAG INDUCED REACTANT

& 'STRUT FREE TOTAL MINIMUM',/,

& ' (DEG) (LB) (LB) FORCE F FORCE R

& 'ANGLE LENGTH LENGTH STRUT I',/)

902 FORMAT(IX,F5.1,2(2X,F6.2),2(2X,F7.2),2X,F4.2,3X,2(F6.2,2X),FS.2)

903 FORMAT(/,' MAXIMUM SECTIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA WAS: I =',F8.2,/,

& ' OCCURING FOR R = ',F8.2,', F = ',F8.2,', WITH'

&' AN UNSUPPORTED LENGTH OF ',F6.2,' INCHES',

& /,' MAXIMUM ANGLE BETWEEN THE FRONT AND REAR STRUT WAS ',

& F6.2,' DEGREES')

STOP

END
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APPENDIX D

FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING: SCREW

PROGRAM SCREW

C***** PROGRAM TO COMPUTE DATA ON ALL POSSIBLE SCREW THREAD DESIGNS

C*****FOR RESEARCH PROJECT FOR GEAR RATIOS FROM 10 TO 1/10.

REAL MTRTRQ

DIMENSION OD(7), PITCH(31), SPS(13), MTRTRQ(13), GEARNG(30),

& RD(7,31), DP(7,31), PD(7,31), WD(7,31), A(7,31),

& ADVANT(7,31), FORCE(7,31), TORQUE(7,31),

& HLXANG(7,31), SPEED(7,31), VFLAG(7,21), EXTSPD(7,31,30)

DATA SPS/10000., 4000., 2000., 1000., 800., 400., 200., 100.,

& 70., 50., 30., 10., 0./,

& MTRThQ/ 0., 253., 693., 1320., 1440., 1747., 1973., 2147.,

& 2227., 2267., 2333., 2373., 2630.1

GEARNG(01) = 1.

GEARNG(02) = 1./2.

GEARNG(03) = 1./3.

GEARNG(04) = 1./4.

GEARNG(05) = 1./5.

GEARNG(06) = 1./6.

GEARNG(07) = 1./7.

GEARNG(08) = l./8.

GEARNG(09) = 1./9.

GEARNG(10) = I./10.

GEARNG(11) - 1./l1.

GEARNG(12) = 1./12.

GEARNG(13) = 1./13.
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GEARNG(14) = 1./14.

GEARIIG(15) = 1./15-

GEARNG(16) = l./16.

GEARNG(17) = l./17.

GEARNG(18) = 1./18.

GEARNG(19) = 1./19.

GEARNG(20) = 1./20.

GEARNG(21) = l./21.

GEARNG(22) = 1./22.

GEARNG(23) = l./23.

GEARNG(24) = 1./24.

GEARNG(25) = l./25.

GEARING(26) = l./26.

GEARNG(27) = l./27.

GEARNG(28) = 1./28-

GEARNG(29) = 1./29.

GEARNG(30) = l./30.

OD(1) = 10.116.

OD(2) = 11./16.

OD(3 = 12./16.

OD(4 = 13./16.

OD(5) = 14./16.

OD(6 = 15./16.

OD(7 = 16./16.

PITCH(01) =1./2.

PITCH(02) =1./3.

PITCH(03) =1./4.

PITCH(04) =1./5.

PITCH(05) =1./6.

PITCH(06) =1./7.
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PITCH(07) =1./8.

PITCH(08) =1./9.

PITCH(09) =1./10.

PITCH(10) =1./li.

PITCH(11) =1./12.

PITCH(12) =1./13.

PITCH(13) =1./14.

PITCH(14) =1./15.

PITCH(15) =1./16.

PITCH(16) =1./17.

PITCH(17) =1./18.

PITCH(18) =1./19.

PITCH(19) =1./20.

PITCH(20) =1./21.

PITCH(21) =1./22.

PITCH(22) =1./23.

PITCH(23) =1./24.

PITCH(24) =1./25.

PITCH(25) =1./26.

PITCH(26) =1./27.

PITCH(27) =1./28.

PITCH(28) =1./29.

PITCH(29) =1./30.

PITCH(30) =1./31.

PITCH(31) =1./32.

PSTLIM = 9.OE1O

Pi = 3.14159265

LOAD = 5580.

C***** COMPUTE THE MINIMUM SHAFT DIAMETER FOR A GIVEN SHAFT OD AND

C*****AND PITCH. MINIMUM DIAMETER MUST BE > .5710 AS DONE IN
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C***** HAND CALCULATIONS ON SCREW SIZING. FLAG ANY SHAFTS FOUND

C***** TO BE TOO SMALL TO BE PASSED OVER IN FURTHER CALCULATIONS.

C***** DP - DIAMETRICAL PITCH

C***** PITCH - DISTANCE BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TEETH

C***** WD - WHOLE DEPTH, TICE THE ADDENDUM AND CLEARANCE

C***** RD - ROOT DIAMETER

C***** A - ADDENDUM

C***** PD - PITCH DIAMETER

C***** ADVANT - MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF THE SCREW

C***** FORCE - FORCE REQ TO HOLD LOAD IN PLACE

C***** TORQUE - REQUIRED TORQUE TO SYSTEM TO FURNISH FORCE AT

C***** THE PITCH DIAMETER

C***** EXTSPD - SPEED AT WHICH THE EXTENSION CAN BE EXTENDED AT

C***** LOAD APPLIED. ACTUAL EXTENSION SPEEDS WILL BE

C***** EXPECTED TO BE HIGHER. ONLY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

C***** WILL BE ABLE TO DETERMINE ACTUAL SPEEDS.

WRITE(*,901)

WRITE(*,902) (OD(I) ,I=1,7)

DO 20 J = 1,31

DO 10 I = 1,7

DP(I,J) = PI / PITCH(3)

WD(I,J) = 2.157 / DP(I,J)

RD(I,J) = OD(I) ( 2. * WD(I,J) )

IF( RD(I,J) .LT. 0.5710 ) THEN

VFLAG(I,J) = 1.

DP(I,J) = 0.

WD(I,J) = 0.

RD(I,J) = 0.

A(I,J) = 0.

PD(I,J) = 0.
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ADVANT(I,J) = 0.

FORCE(I,J) = 0.

TORQUE(I,J) = 0.

HLXANG(I,J) = 0.

EXTSPD(IJ,1) = 0.

SPEED(I,J) =0.

GOTO 10

ENDIF

A(I,J) =1. / DP(I,J)

PD(I,J) =OD(I) - ( 2. *A(I,J))

ADVANT(I,J) = ( PI PD*(I,J) ) / PITCH (W

HLXTAN = PITCH(J) /CPI * PD(I,J))

HLXANG(I,J) = ATAN( HLXTAN )*180. /PI

FORCE(I,J) = LOAD /ADVANT(I,J)

TORQUE(I,J) = FORCE(I,J) * PD(I,J) *16.

10 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,903) PITCH(J) ,(RD(I,J) ,I=1,7)

20 CONTINUE

WRITE(* ,904)

WRITE(*,902) (OD(I) ,I=1,7)

DO 100 .J = 1, 31

WRITE(*,903) PITCH(J),(PD(IJ),I=1,7)

100 CONTINUE

WRITE(* ,905)

WRITE(*,902) (OD(I) ,I=1,7)

DO 110 J = 1, 31

WRITE(*,903) PITCH(J),(DP(I,J),I=i,7)

110 CONTINUE

WRITE(* ,906)

WRITE(*,902) (OD(I) ,I=1,7)
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DO 120 3 = 1, 31

WRITE(*,903) PITCH(J), (HLXANG(I,J),I=1,7)

120 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,907)

WRITE(*,902) (OD(I) ,I=1,7)

DO 140 3 = 1, 31

IRITE(*,908) PITCH(J) ,(TORQUE(I,J) ,I=1,7)

140 CONTINUE

WRITE(* ,910)

DO 180 M = 1,3

NDXBEG = 1 + ( ( M - 1 )*10)

NDXEND = NDXBEG + 9

WRITE(*,911) (GEARNG(K) ,K=NDXBEG,NDXEND)

DO 160 J = 1,31

DO 170 L = 1,10

N = L + ( M - 1 )*10

IF( VFLAG(7,J) .EQ. 1 ) GOTO 160

C***** COMPARE TORQUE WITH MAXIMUM HOLDING TORQUE, OF STEPPING MOTOR

C***** SIGMA-24-4296D200-7034-K, OF 2630 in-lb. BYPASS FUTURE

C***** CALCULATIONS.

AVLTRQ = 2630. / GEARNG(N)

IF( TORQUE(7,3) .GT. AVLTRQ ) THEN

EXTSPD(7,J,N) = PSTLIM

SPEED(7,J) = PSTLIM

GOTO 170

ENDIF

C***** COMPUTE ROTATION RATE AT MAXLOAD

K= 0

TRQOUT = TORQUE(7,J) * GEARNG(N)

IF(TRQOTJT .GT. 2630.) WRITE(*,*)PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR'
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1 K= K+1I

IF( TRQOUT .GT. MTRTRQ(K) )GOTO 1

SPEED(7,J) =(SPS(K-1) - (C TRQOUT - MTRTRQ(K-1))

& ( MTRTRQ(K) - MTRTRQ(K-1) )

& *(SPS(K-1) - SPS(K ) ) )* GEARNG(N)

C***** COMPUTE EXTENSION RATE FOR THE PITCH OF THE SCREW. THE SPEED

C***** IS THE NUMBER OF STEPS PER SECOND. 200 STEPS TO MAKE

C***** A COMPLETE REVOLUTION.

RPS = SPEED(7,J) / 200.

EXTSPD(7,J,N) = RPS * PITCH(J)

170 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,912) PITCH(J),(EXTSPD(7,J,K),K=NDXBEG,NDXEND)

160 CONTINUE

180 CONTINUE

901 FORM4AT(////

& I'DRIVE SCREW ANALYSIS FOR THE MODIFIED STING MOUNT',

& 'ROO0T D IA ME T ER O F S CRE W,/)

902 FORMAT(' SCREW 0 U T S I D E D I',

& 'A M E T E R',/,

& PITCH-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

& - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

& ------- '1,7(F7.4,2X))

903 FORMAT(' ',F6.4,4X,7(F7.4,2X))

904 FORMAT(/////,' P I T C H D I A M E T E R 0 F S C R E W',/,

& ')**********************'1

905 FORMAT(/////,' D I A M ET R I C A L P I T C H 0 F ',

& 'S C R E W',/,

906 FORMAT(/////,' H E L I X A N G L E 0 F S C R E W1,1,
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907 FORMAT(/////,' T 0 R Q U E R E Q U I R E M E N T 0 N ',

& ' S C R E W',/,

&t '******************************************************, ,/)

908 FORMAT(' ',F6.4,4X,7(F7.0,2X))

910 FORMAT(/////,

& ' MAXIMUM EXTENSION SPEED OF FRONT STRUT UNDER MAXIMUM ',/,

& ' LOADING CONDITIONS IN INCHES/SECOND FOR VARYING GEAR ',/,

& ' RATIOS. THE GEAR RATIOS ARE THE RATIO OF SCREW SPEED ',I,

& ' TO STEPPING MOTOR SPEED',/,

& I

911 FORMAT(//,' SCREW G E A R R A T I 0',

& ' ( S C R E W : M 0 T 0 R )',/,

& ' PITCH

& ----------------------------------------- /

& ------- ,10(F7.4,2X))

912 FORMAT(' ',F6.4,4X,10(F7.4,2X))

END
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APPENDIX E

A/D BOARD SPECIFICATIONS

DT2821-F-16SE ANALOG AND DIGITAL I/O BOARD

A/D SUBSYSTEM

ANALOG INPUTS

Number of Analog Inputs 16SE

Input Ranges 0 to +10V (unipolar)

±10V (bipolar)

Output Data Codes Straight binary (unipolar),

offset binary, or

two's complement (bipolar)

Gain Range 1, 2, 4, 8

Input Impedance Off Channel: 100 megaohms,

10pF

On Channel: 100 megaohms,

50pF

Bias Current ±10nA

Common Mode Input Voltage,Maximum ±10.5V

Common Mode Rejection Ratio 80dB at 60Hz,

(CMRR), Gain = 1 1 kilohm unbalanced

Maximum Input Voltage without

Damage, Power On ±27V

Maximum Input Voltage without

Damage, Power Off ±12V

Amplifier Input Noise 0.2 LSB rms
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Channel-to-channel Input

Voltage Error -0. lmV

ACCURACY

Resolution 12 bits

Nonlinearity Less than ±1 LSB

Differential Nonlinearity Less than ±1 LSB

Inherent Quantizing Error ±1 LSB

System Accuracy

Gain = 1 To within ±0.03% FSR

Gain = 2 To within ±0.04% FSR

Gain = 4 To within ±0.05% FSR

Gain = 8 To within ±0.07% FSR

Channel Crosstalk -100dB at lkHz

Gain Error Adjustable to 0

Zero Error Adjustable to 0

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Channel Aquisition Time

to within 1 LSB 7.65ps
2

A/D Conversion Time 4ks

A/D Converter Throughput 150kHz

A/D Throughput to System Memory 150,000 samples per second

Sample & Hold Aperture Uncertainty 0.5ns

Sample & Hold Aperture Delay 100ns

Sample & Hold Droop Rate 50mV/ms

Sample & Hold Feedthrough

Attenuation 80dB at 1kHz
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THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

A/D Zero Drift ±10 ppm of FSR/°C

Amplifier Zero Drift ± 2 5p V/°C

Gain Drift ±30 ppm of FSR/0 C

Differential Linearity Drift ±3 ppm of FSR/0 C

Monotonicity ±0 to +70°C

D/A SUBSYSTEM

ANALOG OUTPUTS

Number of Channels 2, deglitched

Output Ranges 0 to 5V (unipolar)

(jumper-selectable) 0 to 10V (unipolar)

±2.5V, ±5V, ±10V (bipolar)

Output Data Coding Straight binary (unipolar) or

(jumper- selectable) offset binary (bipolar)

Throughput 130kHz max, single channel

260kHz max, aggregate

Current Output ±5mA max

Output Impedance 0.1 ohms max

Capacitive Drive Capability 0.004pF

Protection Against Short circuit to analog

common

Glitch energy 15mV-ps

ACCURACY

Resolution 12 bits

Nonlinearity To within ±1 LSB

Differential Nonlinearity To within ±1 LSB

Gain Error Adjustable to 0
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Zero Error Adjustable to 0

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

Settling Time to 0.01% of FSR 5jts, 20V step

1its, 100mV step

Slew Rate 1oV/1ts

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

D/A Zero Drift ±10 ppm of FSR/0 C

Gain Drift ±30 ppm of FSR/0 C

Monotonicity 0 to 70'C

DIGITAL I/O SUBSYSTEM

Number of Lines 16

Number of Ports 2, 8-bit each

DIGITAL INPUTS

Input Type Level sensitive

Logic Family LSTTL

Logic Sense Positive true

Logic Load 1 LSTTL load

Logic High Input Voltage 2.OV minimum

Logic Low Input Voltage 0.8V maximum

Logic High Input Current 20pA maximum

Logic Low Input Current -0.4mA maximum

Termination None; unused inputs float

DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Output 30 LSTTL loads

Logic Family LSTTL

Logic High Output Voltage 2.5V minimum

Logic Low Output Voltage 0.4V maximum
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Logic High Output Current -15mA maximum

Logic Low Output Current 24mA maximum

Throughput As fast as programmed I/O

allows (200kHz benchmark)
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APPENDIX F

AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS



MODEL 240. 241
- SERVO AMPLIFIERS

Model 240
±150 volts at :30 amps peak

t 15 amps continuous
Model 241
t 150 volts at =:60 amnp, peak

30 amps continuous

FEATURES PRODUCT DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS
II Four Ouadrant operation. The Models 2401241 are thigh power high Models 2401241 are designed to drive tl,gfl

frequency switching ampkhirf having a obige power 0 C torque motors and linear
111 Main power supply can vary from type output to drive D.C motors and acrrier aCtulalors in mnacine Control. robotic. material

24V to 165V. high current inductive loads These amplifiers handling, and military applicat ions Tne small
are functionally Comletie having all the size of these amplifiers trace 'hem suitaole tor

* 22 klfz switching frequency support circuitry t0oOperate with a O.C. NEMA rack. or surface mounting whrere space
tachometer in a stabilized rate loop for rare is ai a premium While many macnine iooi anCeliminates audible noise, Control or as an inner iooo in a position Control ofther operator controlled equipmernt aopsiCa-

" Small size. system. Each amplifier contains a unity gain lions are concerned about audiole noise
input differential atitollir and a high gain these amplifiers operating at 22 kMz wilt not

* Low cost. servo preampftfie that can be configured with generate this unwanted noise The high

"Designed frcneit EA a wide range Of uaer selected campensfamon switching frequency makes it possible to
* fr cnvniet NMA values to stabilize mnst servo loopps. The out. operate low inductance hign power motors
rackor urfce muntng.put or Ime preamplille drives a PWMd current withoaut an external inductor or choke.
rack o surfae mouning.source with a lorid typ output. This output

111 Pulse Width Modulation for bridge is, implhefteld using MOSFET devices The Models 24=/41 have been designed wit h
switchin at122 k~tz. The user can opuiule the many user features to allow for fast installation

maximum efficiency, curren feedback fot vanioue load oiucce. and maintainence. The user can by DIP
* Noextrna het snk equred These sma size amplifiers are pacitaged to switches chiange current feedback tor variousIN o eteral ea sik rquied allow for convenient NEMA. rack, or surface load inductances tachometer scaltng, and

for most duty cycles. Mating heat mo1unting lo compensation. This is important in many
power applications whiere motor and load

sink available. These amplifieors operating at 22 kHz are Chsaracteristics vary.
11 Internal D.C. to D.C. converter abv h ui" " a titttelec

allw operation with lo r~aia moor As a result of thes amplifiers having a
allows for operation from one without having to amd anty external seir..s Combination Of high Power rating and wide

spl.inductance wh~ could e~ec kma response. O otng Yoltage range. they are currently
supl.For rapid motor revereaf. tihe MoIdel 241 being olesignea into a number of AVG

* Failsafe circuitry protects a~lWie provies 6 ow mpsr up to 4 sec. (Automatic Guided Vehlicle) applications
after which the current is limte to 30 amps.against output overload, excessive The models 2401241 operate tramn a singl Finally, the Models 240/241 dispateo very low

tmeaueand improper hig volap Power slowr fromn 24 to 155 Powe duel to the high efficiency switching
temeraur Anttsf wide range o-dc convotener technique used; fa. example, the Model 240

supplies, Provid"s the amplfie wfth aglow Weve disiop es only 40 waits while delivering is
4loge required internaliy. Adiioa asit continuous to the lod and the Model

N Wilable 6frrent Liing Iisueofthe stwe inld roeto for 241 dissipatres 77 watts at 30 amos continuous

adjustable from 5 to 100% of rated b itne~D tertSU., Woof ~10 circuit oupu These power ratings make these
isulpuor (Sfr to g?&rld). The aoiro amplifers an oieal chi" for those systema

peak current, canoe stiutdown oveneirthevwhere minimrum Cooling is available.
Casurs. esp~eoetwivelst drive eamble o
comrpltely debeO as ight be the case
during's pow*alAr routine.

(~ControlsC0r p.
37911 -Not 4treet - Newtn Meose. 02154

'rel. $17-965-2410 a Telex: 285057
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MODELS 240/241 SERVO AMPLIFIERS
PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS

Typical specalestlom O 2S*C affbeff. Load' 5.0 ohmns (240). 2.S olum (241) in sens with 300 1.k (240). 150 44 (241). Voltage: - ISOV.

MODEL 240 241
PIEAK POWER OUTPUT ±tSOV* a 30A, 4.5 kW ~ 150V (a r60A. 9 kW

Unidirectional current change 2s
Sidirectional currnt change 45s

MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS CURRENT
Howt sink mount Q701C ISA ± 30A
Force at. 400 1pmn 50*C 1 7A ± 14A
Forced lir. 400 opm 0601C ±ISA (240H4) t 30A (241 H)
Amient - 45-C ± IA (240H4) ± 30A (241H4)

OUTPUT VOLTAGE VOUT - VH - (A12) 0I0) VOUT - Vm - (0.06) (to)
where: VOUT - voltage to mnolar of lond

Vm- high voltage applied
t- current WntO motor or load

LOAD INDUCTANCE
min@ a 5V 300 W4 ISO I'm
Mirn@a 8V ISOPH 75 MM4
Comnpenaation Switch Up o b20 mM Uo to 10 mM

CURRENT LIMIT Adlustable 1.5 t 0A~ Adiustaole 310 60A

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Reference 0111. t IGy Max.. 50KQ Min.
Tachomreter Singleended SOKQ Min.

GAIN
01ff. Arno O.SVIV
Serw Preamp Determined by internal components and posentiomneters.
Current Source 4.3 AIV 8.7 ANV

BANDWIDTH
Power stage. WmWI signal -3 d8@ I k1Hz
Slew (ate, 0. 19Am. 0 3"Ajs

SWITCHING FREQUENCY .22 kHz

REMOTE SHUTDOWN
Enable Switch C10111e @nable$ Output.
Posttive enabl Switch closure enables positrvel Output.
Negative enable Switch closure mnables negative Otlput.

AM11PLIFIER1 PROTECTION
Currentl overload Currentm iner.
Heat sMn tempn. Amplifier latce OFF. >90-C.
Over voltage shutdown Termporarly above - 165V.
Under voltage shutdw Temporarily. below minmumr.
Either output shar to ground Amspiler latched OFF.
Output shoal Curen Ilium

CURRENT MONITOR ±0.2 VA or t SVt,.pidi ± 30A ±0. 1 VIA or S VP*-i/ GA

LOGI OUTPUTS1INPUTS
Normal operation Open colcor.'
Overcut ofnI HCMOS high indicatee aMOliWe fault.'
Reoe Low WIN cau s amlier to aftermt to -set &Very 50 mes.

LED INDICATORS
Normal Green LED
Overf-Curmet Rled LED

POWER REQUIREMENTS
High Voltage Supply .24 to . 155V 9 30A .30 to 15:5V q~ WA

THERMAL REQUIREMENTS
Caselo emerlure 0 to 70*C
Power dissoiatlin 40W * IMA continuous 77W rp 30A continuous
R"a JIMk Imount Poat surface. 0 to 70*C
Forcd atr 0:0o 50*C. 400 1pm
Amin 010o 4SC (240m) '(241H)
Force at 0:0o 600C. 400 tom (240H) *(24, H)
Scorage - 30C to -*05C (40ml "t2tH)
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APPENDIX G

PROGRAM FLOWCHART: HIALST



PAEI OF 17
LRG IA~Lj

CROGAM:

START

DEFINE COMIMON SOLICIT FOR.
BLOCKS RND REMO OPRTR
PARA ME TERS CHIEO

SUB HSKPNG-
READ EXTERNAL ?
DATA FILE- CALIBRATE?
INITIALIZE 2
A/0 BOARD

~.z~z.

SUB FINOL- SOLICIT FOR, NOEXA. *NDEXAL+1

FIND CURRENT READ ALEAR- -ADA TABLE
POSITION PYIA NE

ALPHAT *DUMMIY1

VALUE JS O AL YHER>RP

S XCNECK- SLCTFR LH

CALC BETA- ; EOALH-ATOCOXL
CORRECTED ADA -GTNX D

ALPHAT *BETA OLOAL R LPNRT 2
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PAC 2OF 17
LROG:HIALSLJ

2A

SUB CORRAL- SBTGL
CALC ALPHAGE STU
C ORREC TION LNT O
FOR PHYS ERR APA
CALCRTN

SUI~~~SU TRTLRGTIN'AIN-
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AGE 3 OF 17
PpROG, HIALST

an

PRINT
ASS( Y , HOLDING

FSPTGT-FSPCTL A AT... DEGREES
>NEARBY? ENTER A ...

TO ...

as

SUB MOVSTR- allg XCHECK
ASS( Y MOVE STRUT TO uET INTLRH

RSPTGT-RSPCTL TARGET LENGTH FLAG
>NEARBY?

m

SUB HOLOAL- SUB XCHECK-
ADJUST ST:U RETURN WITH N
LENGTH IN FLAG- INTLRN3 INTLRN-07
SMALL SrE S INTLRN*l IF
NEEDED IN TOLERENCE

Y

Y

SUB HOLOAL-
FINE TUNE

N LOOPCK ( 297 4 STRUT LENGTH
29 N INTLRN HE 17

Y Y

V

LOOPCK-8 
4A

PRINT
'HOLDING AT
UNCORRECTED
8 DEG ROR'

IIJTLRNal? 
Y

I...L.RNo..7 YA a N Y
INITAL? 

;-

N !NITAL-FALSE

NPASS*HPASS+l

N Y
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PFtr.E 4 OF 17
PROG: HIRLST

4A

7 
RESPMS-I? 

MULTAL-FALSE

SUB KBCHK-
RETURNS WITH
9 IF NO
KEYBOARD KEY N
IN VAR IRET

le

RESP 

SaC? 

N

38
IRET-B? 

Y 

MULTAL?N N

N MULTAL - TRUE

PRINT Y

'STRIKE cr ...

'STI

'GOING ON T

FRERID 
RESPHS 

PRINT Y

NEXT ALPHA-
PLEASE WAIT'

RESPNSsQ? 
Y R 

NOEXAL),I?

Y

N HOEXALNOEXAL-1

RESPHS-A? 
N

Y

SUB XCHECK-
RETURN WITH
BETA, TUNNEL
ADA

PRINT
'HOLDING AT

DEGREES' 39
STOP

*- I
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PAGE 5 OF 17
PROG: HSKPNG

C :D
START 

IN LEOCHRRsC? A

5A : p N

OPEN OR A FILE READ
HIRLST.OAT Y RLERFNC I - 10)

LEDCHAR-E? ALPHA ERROR
AT 19 DEG
INCREMENTS

N

READ READ FS DATA/

C Ll

DATA FILE'S PHYL, MINIL,

F I R

0DAT

FIRST CHAR LEOCHARvF? Y MINPL, MAXPL,

EOF - 38 LEOCHRR 
MAX

N

FSRAHGm
N N FSMAXPL-FSMINPL

LEAOCHRRvR? LEDCHARsL SA

Y Y

I
ADAM T

EA
NRLPHR FSCOEF(I-S)

F a R READ
NUMBER OF RSCOEF(1-6) A
AGAs IN LIS CURVE FITTED

LIN PDT ORTA

READ

N ALL ROAS,
n a NANALPHA)507 LPHR

Y

PRINT MULTALsTRUE

TOO MANY
ROAs WANTED

STOP



PACE S OF 17
PROG: HSKPNG

CA

READ
POTLEN.

LEDCHRRvP? XLLEN. 7-7

F2RSSEP,
MNTAMG

READ RS- RSRRNG a

PHYL, MINL, RSMAXPL

LEDCHAR-R? MINPLMAXPL. RSMINPL
MRXL

READ
LOOPSZ,

LEDC A R-V7 NEARBY 5
ACCRCY,
LENLOP

as

ATLAS CRLLB: STRUT UPR LIMIT SUB CRLSTP-

INITIALIZE FSPUL, RSPUL RUN FS DOWN

SELECT BOARD FOR I DEADLOOF

O/A OUT RESET PERIOD, RECORC
DIST MOVED

c 
RETURN
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:ENTER

CALC SUBTOTALS
STOTI aF2RSSEP/

COS( OMlEGA )

RILOTHSOI2
SORT SLE NT

TTXSGT

ySOE~CS I

FOLEOR) FLNC
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PACES9 OF 17

[RG:NOL J

COMPUTE UN-
CORRECTED X
FS POT EXTENDED

ENTER (PS

( zUO z
RESET MEANS- COMPUTE CORRECT
FSPOSM-FSPOSN.S X OF FS POT
RSPOSII.RSPOSN.S EXTENDED

+N 
+"

ATLAS CALLS- COMPUTE UN-
READ POT % REF CORRECTED X

V- FROCI),RS POT EXTENDED

RPVQ(I)(UPOS)

IZIZ
I + ICOMPUTE CORRECT

Z OF RS POT
EXTENDED

(RIPO SN)

UPDATE MEAN
LENGTH CRLC FOR
STRUTS

N TRUNCATE MEANS
TO FOURTH
DECIMAL PLACE

yR

c RETURN



PACE 9 OF 17

RSCUT - TRUE PROG: MOVSTR

RSPTGT Y POWER STRUT OOW
(RSPCTL? RSGOUPvFALSE

N SR

ENTER

POWER STRUT UP
RSGOUP-TRUE

FS.RS CUT-FALSE: SUB FINOL-

A RETURN BOTH
STRUTS LENGTHS

PRINT
FSPTGT Y ***ERROR***

> FS OIRECTED
FSPUL? PAST POT

LENGTH FSPCTL(S? Y

N OR RSPCTL(8?

PRINT N
RSPTGT Y ***ERROR***

> R9 OIRECTED
RSPUL? PAST POT 19A

LENGTH

N

CUT POWER TO
FSPTGT- Y STOP BOTH STRUTS
FSPCTL( c
NEARBY

?

N FB UT s TRUE PRINT***ERROR***
/FtHOL ERR
ATLAD TERM

FSPTGT 
Y

(FSPCTL?

N 
POWER STRUT OOWJI FSGOUPwFALSE C STOP D

IPOWER GTRUT UP
FSCOUPmTRUE

A N RSPTQT- Y
RSPCTL(
EARBY?
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PACE 16 OF 17
PROG: MOYSTR

y RSPCTL)
A RSCOUP? SPTGT-NEARB

N y

N N y >
CUT RS POWER

RSPCTL N RSCUTsTRUE

(RSPTGT+NEARB

yy

leR N RSPCTL>RSPU

CUT & RSCOUP

RSCU7!TPROUUEE

y

PRINT
FSCUT? STRUT

SA N FS UT&RSCU y E= DS DATA
FILE

? 

LIMIT

y FSPCTL> N
FSGOUP? SPTGT-NEAR8

N 
y

CUT FS POWER
FSPCTL FSCUTsTRUE

<FSPTGT+NEARB

IFFLAGal

? y 

4 

? 
N]

N FlPCTL)FSPU

CUT FS POWER FSCOUP y
FSCUTvTRUE

y SUB HOLOAL-

FINE ADJUST

PRINT 
MOR

N FRONT STRUT

RSCUT? R EXCEED$ DATA
FILE LIMIT

y

PAUSE/STOP



PACE I1I OF 17

PRG OLOALJ

C ENTER 
crFPO 

1

RSSTEP - I OLOFSPuFSPCTL

FSPCTL>FSLO FPT

ARLPHA> (SPGT

LALPHA(S POWER STRUT UP PORSTRUT 001W

SUB OEROLP- SUB DEROLP-

FSSTEPv*ABS(

FCTL-FSPTGT)/ TURN OFF POWER TUNOFPOWER
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PACE 12 OF 17
PROG: HOLOAL

12A

N
FSSTEP WE 8? STOP

y

FSSTOx OLOBETA-SETR 12C

C(ROS(FSPCTL- I a I

OLOFSP)/FSSTEP)
+FSSTO)/I!

I>LENLOP? y C_!!LURN

120 y POWER RS DOWN

BETA>ALPH ?

SUB XCHECK-
RETURN INTLRN -SUB DEADLP-
,I IF IN RUN LOOP AS
TOLERANCE LONG AS

1POMEM As up RSSTEP

SUB OEROLP-

RUN LOOP AS TURN POWER OFF1

INTLRNsl N LONG AS
RSSTEP

y
SUB XCHECK-
RETURN INTLRN

RETURN 
URN POWER OFF1

13A
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CE 12 OF 17
PP:OG: HOLOAL

ISA

y
INTLRNal? RETURN

N

ABSC y
BETA-OLOBETR RSSTEP*RSSTEP*2
(9.825?

m

RSSTEPsCRSSTEP

Res( y *(RCCRCY/RBSC

BETA-OLDBETA BETA-OLDBETR))*

(ACCRCY? SRSSTEP)/4

N

RSSTEPsCSRSSTEP
+RSSTEP(ABS y RSSTEP*2
(ALPHA-BETA)/RB RSSTEP)2?
(BETA-OLDBETR))
/4

4N

OLOBETAmBETA
1-1+1

lac
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PC14OF L7

PROX CHECK

SUB CORRAL-
RETURN WUITH
CORRECTION
USED W/ ROA

ENTER (OflECGf)

OflEGR'OlEGAf
I aI BET~AOlEGMfl-

ALCRTN-RLERR
AERRORvRAS
ALPHA-BETA)

NN

SUB FINOL-
RETURN Z STRU1
EXT ENDED
FSPCTL. RSPCTL [iIN II1

FSLENGTH'FSPNYL+ IHTRN
FSPCTL*POTLEN)
RSL ENGCT * RSPNYL+

RSPCTL*POTLEN)

RETURN

INLENOTNUC
FSLENGTH 2+
FERSSEP 2) 6.!
IN ANGLE *A TANC
FERSSEP/FSL' TN)

COlE NAN@(
RSLENOTH 2-
XLLEN 24
INLENGTH 2)/
-2XLLENCFBL' TM) OIIEGAf'OtIECA

EXANGLEmACOSC OMEGA~aC
COSEXAN) OEM*)
OflEGA'(MfNTANG4 MGV
98)-( INANCLE+
EXANGLE)
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PARGE 15 OF 17

PROG* COLSTP

LCCRLSTP

CENTERIE
SUB FINOL-
GET LENGTH
OF FS

OLOFSPFSPCTL

I
PO"lER OOIN STRUt

I O 

TURN OFF POWER

I
$US FINOL-
GET LENGTH
OF FS

FSSTOAS(
OLOFSP-FSPCTLd

RETURN



PACE 19OF 17

PROG EAOLJ

2ENTER

SCALE LOOP
LENGTH

LOOPLN .LOOPSZ*

.I>LOOPLN?
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PAGE 17 OF 17
PROG: CORRAL

CHD

y
IALERL(I? IALERLxl

N

,:ENTER D

STRIP ANGLIN OF

TENS OIGIT y IALERL-9
IRLERL-INTCAINT IALERL-9?
ANGLIN/10)+I)

N

y
IRLERL(l? IALERL-1 IRLERHsIALERL+l

RLCRTNsALERFN-L

10 C AL N H

+(CANGLOT
-IOCIALERL-1))

L R
SCALERFM-H

-ALERFN _ L3)
A E 7FN-L3)

IRLERL-97 y IALERL-9 OMICRN; I

ANGLO +ALCR:T]M

IRLERN-IRLERL
ALCRTNvALERFN-L ABSC
+((ANGLIN ANLGIN-OMICRN
-10(IALERL-1)) (RCCRCY?
/19CALERFN-M
-ALERFN-L))

ANGLOT*RNGLOT
I

ITYPEv@ y RETURN lc-o9M-I:;N-ANCLIN)l

AN

ANGLOT-ANGLIN-
ALCRTH
I
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APPENDIX H

HARS INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

RHS - right hand side - as looking upwind - side to back wall of tunnel

LHS - left hand side - as looking upwind - observation wall side of tunnel

FHSCS - flat head socket cap screw

SHCS - socket head cap screw

CS - cap screw

DIMENSIONS -

WASHERS : inside diameter x outside diameter (x thickness

SCREWS : outside diameter - threads per inch( form/series- class of fit ) note- di-

mensional information enclosed by parentheses is not typically used in this instruction

set. Units are in inches

HARS INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

I. Prepare HARS Clearances and Calibrations

A. Calibrate linear pots (refer to figure 1)

1. Secure pot to bench top with 48 inches clearance to side for

wiper bar extension

2. Secure a tape measure atop the pot ( duct tape, elastic, etc.)

3. Fashion a pointer at some convenient point near the end of the

pot

4. Secure the tongue of the tape measure to the wiper bar by

clamping the turn down edge between two 1/4 x 1 1/4 washers

such that a unit of measure is aligned with the pointer when

the wiper bar is fully seated
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5. Attach the positive lead of a 1OVDC filtered power supply to

post 1 of the pot. Make sure the power supply is turned off

and the power adjustment knob set to zero voltage

6. Attach the negative lead of the power supply to post 3 of the

pot

7. Attach a digital voltmeter to the pot; ground to post 3

8. Turn on power supply and slowly turn up the voltage until

the digital voltmeter reads a stable voltage as close to 1OV as

possible, record voltage

9. Move the positive lead of the voltmeter to post 2 of the pot,

record voltage

10. Extend the wiper bar one inch at a time, recording the volt-

meter reading until fully extended

11. Move the positive lead to post 1 of the pot, record voltage

12. If the voltage has varied from beginning the test linearly adjust

the reference voltage for each inch of extension

13. Calculate the difference between percentage of reference volt-

age at each unit of extension and the percent of total ex-

tendible pot length at the point

14. Plot the difference in percentage of reference voltage versus

percentage total pot length extended

15. Determine the coefficients of a sixth order polynomial curve

fit of the curve values

16. Enter coefficients into the software data file, HIALST.DAT

B. Adjust wear pads

1. Front strut

a. Lightly seat strut extension in fully retracted position

b. Loosen ALL jam nuts and ALL retaining bolts at least

two threads
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c. Starting at the top, tighten all adjusting set screws to 15

inch-pounds. Be sure that the jam nut or retaining screw

does not contact the casing and throw off the contact

pressure. Adjust all four upper pads in this manner

d. Back each set screw off 1/2 turn and lock into position

using the jam nut on all four upper pads

e. Tighten each retaining screw to 15 inch-pounds in the

upper pads

f. Repeat the procedure for each succeeding set of pads

until all pads have been adjusted

2. Rear strut

a. Lightly seat strut extension in fully retracted position

b. Loosen ALL jam nuts and ALL retaining SHCSs at

least one thread

c. Starting at the top, gently tighten all adjusting set

screws. Be sure that the jam nut or retaining screw

does not contact the casing and throw off the contact

pressure. Adjust all four upper pads in this manner

d. Back each set screw off 1/2 turn and lock into position

using the jam nut on all four upper pads

e. Gently tighten each retaining screw in the upper pads

f. Repeat the procedure for each succeeding set of pads

until all pads have been adjusted

C. Lubricate grease fittings ( 28 total )

1. Each pair under each front strut pad

2. In each casing cap

3. Idler gear shaft

D. Set electric motor to idler clearance

1. Secure the electric motors to the sliding motor mounts with

5/16-18 SHCSs using a 1/4 allen wrench
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2. Secure the selected drive gear to the shaft of the electric motor

3. Secure the selected idler gear to the idler shaft

4. Making sure the adjustment screw jam nuts are free along

the screw thread, push the motor mount into the transmission

carrier plate until the teeth of the two gears are fully seated

against each other

5. Using a 1/4 allen, wrench finger tighten the two SHCSs that

serve as the motor mount adjusting screws

6. Alternating between screws, back each screw out a 1/4 turn

while pulling outward on the sliding mount until there is

approximately 0.030 inch clearance between the two gears

7. Using the allen wrench to insure the adjusting screw does not

turn, tighten the jam nut against the motor mount

8. Using the allen wrench to insure the adjusting screw does not

turn, tighten the jam nut against the transmission carrier plate

E. Adjust microswitch position

1. Secure microswitches to their proper positions on the strut

casings

2. Starting from the outer most position, slowly close the clear-

ance between the switch and the strut extension until there is

an audible click from the switch closing, push the switch 1/32

of an inch closer and secure

3. Repeat for each switch

II. Install Mounting Platform/Upper Stabilizing Bar Mount

A. Attach base mount supports to mounting plate using 1/2-20 FHSCSs

with a 3/16 allen wrench ( eight required per tube )

B. Attach stabilizing bar to upper mount using two 7/16-20 bolts

C. Install mounting plate

1. 30 Degree mount angle
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a. Position upper and lower turntables codirectional and

longitudinally to the tunnel, pitch arm trunnion down-

wind

b. Lower mounting plate into turntable slot

c. Center mounting platform

d. Tighten balance clamps

e. Unlock upper and lower turntables from each other and

rotate upper turntable 900, balance clamp track upwind,

pitch arm slot toward control room

f. Lock tipper and lower turntables together

g. Attach upper stabilizing bar mount to end of mount

extension bar that has been drilled with only four holes

using four 1/2-20 bolts and nuts

h. Position the mount extension bar in the upper turntable

slot with the bar dangling down forward of the large

square turntable brace and the other end's six holes

aligning with the six corresponding holes in the mounting

plate. Attach the mount extension bar to the mounting

plate with two short 1/2-20 bolts through the center hole

on either side, insuring the other four holes are aligned

2. 0 Degree mount angle

a. Position upper and lower turntables 90 degrees to each

other with the upper turntable slot longitudinal to the

tunnel, the pitch screw upwind

b. Attach the upper stabilizing bar mount to the mounting

plate using four 1/2-20 bolts and nuts, the bar mounting

away from the end of the mounting plate that has four

extra holes drilled and tapped into it

c. Lower mounting plate into turntable slot
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d. Position the center of the mounting plate 11 inches aft

of the center of the balance clamp track, the rear edge of

the mounting plate should be approximately 12.5 inches

forward of the rear edge of the track

e. Tighten the balance clamps

f. Lock the upper and lower turntables together

III. Main Strut Installation

A. Attach adapter to strut using six ( 6 ) 1/2-20 nuts and flat washers

1. 30 Degree mount angle - insure the mating surface to the

mounting plate is facing lip

2. 0 Degree mount angle - insure the mating surface to the

mounting plate is facing down

B. Attach peripheral hardware

1. Wire guide

a. Attach aluminum wiring guide retaining clamp to strut

extension using three ( 3 ) 1/4-28 SHCSs with a 3/16

Allen wrench

b. Attach plastic wiring guide locating collar to strut casing

using two ( 2 ) 1/4-28 SHCSs with a 3/16 Allen wrench

c. Insert wiring guide through retaining clamp and locating

collar leaving 10 - 12 inches of guide above the clamp

d. Lock guide in place by tightening 1/4-28 SHCS with a

3/16 Allen wrench

2. Linear potentiometer

a. Use only the linear pot with the plastic sleeve snapped

over wiper rod

b. Attach 'L' brackets to RHS rear corner of casing using

12-32 phillips pan head screws, do not fully tighten

c. Attach linear pot as low as mounting slots will allow

using four ( 4 ) 10-32 phillips pan head screws
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d. Tighten 'L' bracket to casing phillips screws

e. Duct tape pot rod in seated position to prevent damage

during installation

C. Install main strut

1. 30 Degree mount angle

a. Manually retract main strut extension to with in a foot

of the fully retracted position

b. Place a person in the cradle ( PIC ) of the pyramidal

balance to help position and stabilize the strut during

installation

c. Use the hoist to slowly lower the strut between the

mounting plate and the turntable's pitch arm. The PIC

will need to provide the leverage necessary to tilt the

strut such that the adapter can sink past the mounting

plate and move forward to align the mounting studs of

the adapter align with the holes in the mounting plate. A

rope, lowered through the same hole which the stabilizer

bar passes, should be looped around the exposed end of

the front struts drive screw shaft, and pulled to assist

the PIC

d. Maintaining the strut at the proper mounting angle,

raise the strut until the studs protrude through the

mounting plate and the mount extension bar

e. Secure the strut using 1/2-20 hex nuts and plain washers

2. 0 Degree mount angle

a. Manually extend main strut extension to within a foot

of the fully extended position

b. Use the hoist to slowly lower the strut behind the mount-

ing plate aligning the mounting holes of the adapter with

the threaded holes in the mounting plate.
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c. Secure the strut using 1/2-20 CSs

IV. Rear Strut Installation

A. Attach linear potentiometer

1. Attach linear pot as low as mounting slots will allow using four

( 4 ) 10-32 phillips pan head screws

2. Duct tape pot extension rod in seated position to prevent

damage during installation

B. Install rear strut

1. Manually extend rear strut extension to within a foot of the

fully extended position

2. Manually lower the strut behind the main strut while a person

below insures the rear strut goes into the rear strut support

collar

3. Install the rear keeper plate using two ( 2 ) 5/16-24 FHSCSs

using a 3/16 allen wrench

4. Tighten the four ( 4 ) collar lock screws using a 1/2 wrench or

socket

5. Support rear strut to keep from damaging linear pot until

transverse link is installed

V. Transverse Link Installation

A. Lower transverse link into fork of main strut, aligning pivot holes of

fork and brass bushings of the link

B. Insert large pivot pin from control room side of strut; fully seat pin

C. Support rear strut and lower link over the strut to align the pivot

holes of the link and rear strut

D. Insert small pivot pin from control room side of strut; fully seat pin

E. Retain large pivot pin using plain washer and 3/4-10 self-locking nut

with 1 1/8 wrench

F. Retain small pivot pin using plain washer and 9/16-18 self-locking

nut with 13/16 wrench
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VI. Motor Installation

A. Main strut

1. Secure transmission mount to strut casing - motor on the RHS

of the struts - using 5/16-24 x 2 HHCSs with a 3/16 allen

wrench

2. In order, install over strut screw shaft: lubricated face nylon

washer, two steel spacer washers, spur gear

3. With weight compressing the main strut from above, raise the

gear to remove any clearance and tighten set screw using a

5/64 allen wrench note: be sure the 1/8 key is in the shaft

4. Noting which side goes up by the engraved note on the lower

surface, install the shaft end retaining collar

5. Install roll pin, leaving about 1/4 inch protruding

6. Measure gap between gear and collar. Any gap larger than

0.01 inch should be eliminated by spacer-washer or shim stock.

Remove and replace collar as required

7. Tighten set screw in collar using 5/32 allen wrench

B. Rear strut

1. Attach transmission adapter plates to the strut casing using

5/16-24 x 2 FHSCSs with a 3/16 allen wrench, not tightening

the screws

2. Secure transmission mount to strut casing - motor on the

opposite side of the struts than the main strut motor - using

5/16-24 x 2 SHCSs with a 3/16 allen wrench

3. Tighten adapter plate screws

4. Follow steps 2 - 7 of main strut motor installation

VII. Electronics Installation

A. Microswitches

1. Mount terminal strips on top of mount extension bar
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2. Slip slotted microswitch mounting brackets over mounting

screws that are in place on strut casings

3. Tighten screws with appropriate driver

4. Route wiring to RHS of struts and attach to proper locations

of terminal strip - refer to wiring guide, page 4, for details

B. Amplifiers

1. Attach amplifier feed wiring to terminal strip

2. Route the wiring down along the main strut to the balance

cradle

3. Tape the foam amplifier cushion to the top of one of the

pyramidal balances I-beam resolving arms

4. Refer to pages 1 and 5 of wiring guide for amplifier wiring

details

5. Set the amplifiers atop the cushion. Plug in the amplifier feed

wiring bundle

6. Attach power cables to the amplifiers - refer to wiring guide,

page 5.

7. Attach positive motor power lead to post 1 of electric motor

8. Attach negative motor power lead to post 2 of the electric

motor

C. Power Supply

1. Attach positive amplifier power supply leads to solenoid

switch's #1 heavy duty posts. Refer to page 6 of wiring guide

for details in this section

2. Attach amplifier power supply ground leads to the 28VDC

power supply

3. Attach leads to positive side of 28VDC power supply

4. Attach 28VDC power supply leads to solenoid's #2 heavy duty

posts as shown
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5. Attach the 'panic button' harness to the solenoid switch. Red

wire to post X1, black wire to post X2

6. Route 'panic button' harness to operators console

7. Attach harness red wire to push on/off 'panic button'

8. Attach harness black wire to negative post of 25VDC power

supply

9. Attach free lead from on/off switch to the positive post of

25VDC power supply

D. Linear Pots

1. Attach color coded 'Y' harness to pots ( 6-pin connectors ) -

refer to page 3 of wiring diagram for connector wiring details

2. Attach linear pot feed harness to 'Y' harness' 16-pin connector

3. Route linear pot feed harness to operators console

4. Attach linear pot feed harness to A/D board and 1OVDC

power supply as detailed in page 2 of wiring guide

E. A/D Board

1. Attach strut motor feed to D/A ports - refer to page 2 of wiring

guide

2. Route wiring to terminal strips secured to mount extension

bar

3. Attach strut motor feed harness to terminal strips - refer to

page 4 of wiring guide for details

VIII. System Startup

A. Power up

1. Make sure the 'panic' switch is off ( open connection )

2. Turn on 25VDC power supply

3. Turn on 28VDC power supply

4. Turn on 1OVDC power supply, wait 5 minutes before proceed-

ing to allow voltage drop across linear pots to stabilize

5. Turn on computer
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B. Operational calibration

1. Change directory to \ ATLAB

2. Make sure HIALST.DAT has zeros for entries in table of AOA

corrections

3. Make sure data file properly defines strut extension positions

for the installed configuration

4. Turn panic switch on ( close connection )

5. While observing struts for movement, start program HIALST

6. STOP! The front strut should have moved down and the rear

strut remained stationary for normal operation. If this is not

the case, an electrical connection is crossed. Terminate the

program. Double check connections at A/D board D/A ports,

at terminal strips, amplifier power feed, and motor connections

7. Reply to "calibrate sting?" with a no

8. Enter 0 for AOA correction

9. Direct HARS to 0, 30, 45, 0, in turn NOTE: If the struts

do not appear to be moving to the proper position, it may be

caused by the connections to the linear pots being reversed.

STOP!, if needed to reverse connections.

10. Record the AOA HARS states it is at, and measure of the true

AOA of the transverse link for each AOA from 0 to 900 in 100

increments. Repeat test, in reverse, to 00 AOA

11. Repeat previous step

12. Compute mean error at each 10' increment

13. Terminate program HIALST

14. Reset A/D board by running program ATLRST

15. Enter error information into data file

C. Operation Check

1. Start program HIALST

2. Reply to "calibrate sting?" with a yes
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3. Measure AOA of transverse link

4. Enter AOA error at request

5. Run HARS to 15' AOA

6. Run HARS to 0' AOA

7. Check AOA of transverse link, if error is present and doubled,

the AOA error correction entered was of wrong sign. Termi-

nate operation and restart operation check step 1

D. Operational Notes

1. The pots have been observed to change calibration if a large

temperature variation from the time of operational calibration

occurs. If the temperature varies by more than 10°F, double

check the AOA offset at zero alpha

2. Problems of struts stopping movement prematurely have been

traced to microswitch failure or misalignment.
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APPENDIX I

ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

The following assembly drawings are extracts from the blueprints used to man-

ufacture HARS. Copies of the blueprints are available upon request from Dr. Thomas

C. Pollock. He can be contacted through the mail at Texas A&M University. Dept. of

Aerospace Engineering, College Station. Texas, 77843; or by phone at (409) 845-7542.
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00 RSSEP1BLY

PART IDENTIFICATION BY NUMBER

1. TRANSVERSE LINK L2C. REAR STRUT SCREW

2R. FRONT STRUT EXTENSION 120. TRANSMISSION ADAPTER BLOCK

29. FRONT STRUT CASING 13. REAR STRUT PROS (TYP)

39. FRONT STRUT EAR 14. MOUNTING PLATE

38. PIVOT BOLT 15. MOUNTING TUBE (TYP)

4R. FRONT STRUT SPLIT NUT £S. B DEG ADAPTER

49. FRONT STRUT CASING CAP 17. 30 DEC ADAPTER

4C. FRONT STRUT SCREW L5. MOUNT EXTENSION BAR

40. NYLRTRON WASHER 19. UPPER BRACE MOUNT

4E. STAINLESS STEEL WASHER 29. BRACE

4F. PLAIN WASHER 21. BRACE TURNBUCKLE

4G. COTTER PIN 22. LOWER BRACE MOUNT

5A. FRONT STRUT BASE PAO (TYP) 23. TRANSMISSION MOUNT

58. FRONT STRUT WEAR PAO (TYP) 24A. GEAR (TYP)

S. FRONT STRUT MOUNT PLATE 249. IDLER GEAR SHAFT

9. REAR STRUT SUPPORT 8RKT 24C. STRRIGHT KEY

S. REAR STRUT COLLAR 24O. SMALL NYLATRON WASHER

hLA. REAR STRUT EXTENSION 24E. SMALL STAINLESS STEEL WASHER

190. REAR STRUT CASING 25A. WIRING GUIDE

12A. REAR STRUT SPLIT NUT 259. UPPER WIRING GUIDE CLAMP

121. REAR STRUT CASING CAP 2SC. LOWER WIRING GUIDE LOCATOR
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3020

REFER TO NEXT PACE FOR PARTS IDENTIFICATION
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0

30 RSSENBLY

PART IDENTIFICATION BY NUMBER

1. TRANSVERSE LINK 12C. REAR STRUT SCREW

2A. FRONT STRUT EXTENSION 120. TRANSMISSION ROAPTER BLOCK

20. FRONT STRUT CASING 13. REAR STRUT PROS (TYP)

3A. FRONT STRUT EAR 14. MOUNTING PLATE

38. PIVOT BOLT 15. MOUNTING TUBE (TYP)

4A. FRONT STRUT SPLIT NUT 16. S DEG ADAPTER

4B. FRONT STRUT CASING CAP 17. 30 DEG ADAPTER

4C. FRONT STRUT SCREU IS. MOUNT EXTENSION BAR

40. NYLRTRON WASHER 19. UPPER BRACE MOUNT

4E. STAINLESS STEEL WASHER 29. BRACE

4F. PLAIN WASHER 21. BRACE TURNBUCKLE

4G. COTTER PIN 22. LOWER BRACE MOUNT

5A. FRONT STRUT BASE PAO (TYP) 23. TRANSMISSION MOUNT

5B. FRONT STRUT WEAR PAD (TYP) 24A. GEAR (TYP)

S. FRONT STRUT MOUNT PLATE 24B. IDLER GEAR SHAFT

8. REAR STRUT SUPPORT BRKT 24C. STRAIGHT KEY

9. REAR STRUT COLLAR 240. SMALL NYLATRON WASHER

ILA. REAR STRUT EXTENSION 24E. SMALL STAINLESS STEEL WASHER

119. REAR STRUT CASING 25A. WIRING GUIDE

12A. REAR STRUT SPLIT NUT 253. UPPER WIRING GUIDE CLAMP

123. REAR STRUT CASING CAP 25C. LOWER WIRING GUIDE LOCATOR
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